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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On October 22nd, 2007, the Redwood City Council unanimously
approved Ordinance 2318, “Park Impact Fees,” and Ordinance
2319, “Park Dedication Requirements”, requiring that residential
impact fees be assessed on residential development projects for the
speciﬁc purposes of developing parkland and/or improving park and
recreation amenities for the public good. Impact fees are separate
from the City’s General Fund. In the consideration for funding to
construct Downtown public park(s), the City will apply the use of
these restricted development fees. In early 2017, Redwood City
Council held a Study Session regarding the implementation of the
Downtown Precise Plan (DTPP). During this meeting it determined
that a high priority needed to be placed on Goal #3 of the DTPP: “to
create a network of great public open spaces.”
The City owns several Downtown properties, including City Hall, the
Downtown Library, Fire Station 9, and several active public parking
facilities. In 2017 the City entered into an RFP process to select a
consultant team to evaluate several of these City-owned properties
for possible redevelopment into a public park. The project was
eventually awarded to SERA Architects who worked alongside the
Parks, Recreation and Community Services Department (PRCS) to
kick-off the project by conducting a preliminary site assessment of
the selected City-owned properties. Detailed ﬁndings were generated
as a component of this preliminary assessment and those ﬁndings
were summarized as opportunities and constraints that informed site
selection and the subsequent recommended site improvements and
cost analysis.

Top: Site 02: Roselli Park looking towards Library
Bottom: Site 02: Looking toward LIbrary Entry Plaza
from Library Lot B
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The study summarized here was speciﬁcally conducted to identify
the feasibility - the challenges and the prospects - with transforming
existing City-owned land into a future park (or parks). In planning
for these sites, this study considered not only existing conditions
but also the implications of converting current uses to public
green/open spaces. (This work also recognizes the limitations of
available land in Downtown Redwood City.)
The ﬁrst draft of this report, presented to Redwood City City Council
on March 12, 2018, summarized an analysis of six City-owned
sites in Downtown Redwood City and the feasibility to convert
these sites into public parks/open space areas. The ﬁndings and
recommendations included in the draft report recommended that
three of the six sites move forward to Phase 2 of the feasibility
analysis where preliminary site planning and identiﬁcation of
potential improvements were to be studied. The three sites
recommended for further study included Site 02: Library Lot A/
Roselli Park, Site 03: City Hall/Main Street and Site 06: Bradford
Street/Redwood Creek.
Following that draft presentation, the City’s Parks, Recreation
and Community Services Department conducted an extensive
community outreach effort to gain a better understanding of how/
when citizens use the parking lots at Sites 02 and 03 and what
types of amenities/programming the community would prefer in a
Downtown park at either of those locations. A detailed description
of this community engagement process was prepared by the Parks,
Recreation and Community Services Department and is included in
Chapter IV of this report.

Site 03: City Hall/ Main Street Lot
Top: Plaza at Middleﬁeld Street
Bottom: Northern end of site
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report lays out the opportunity and constraints for each of
the three sites to be converted into public spaces and provides
alternatives for future park development within these spaces.
For both sites 02 and 03, recommendations and alternate park
program concepts have been prepared to demonstrate the wide
array of possibilities for site programming, while also adhering to
the list of preferred amenities identiﬁed during the community
outreach effort. During the March 12, 2018 City Council meeting,
Council requested that some investigation be made into the
possibility of daylighting Redwood Creek through Site 03, and the
possibility of building a park on a raised podium over the existing
Main Street Lot. After analyzing these concepts and calculating
rough cost estimates with a Civil Engineer, it was determined
that those ideas are cost prohibitive and therefore they were
not considered any further as part of this study. For Site 06, the
report identiﬁes the preferred location for a future Redwood Creek
Trail and provides guidelines for trail development. Due to the
complexity of the development of a trail at this location, three
alternatives are proposed for the development of the trail along the
East Bank of Redwood Creek.
Finally, the report concludes by providing a consolidated list
of recommendations and next steps for Council to consider.
The recommendations outlined in the conclusion include a
variety of opportunities to create a more connected, vibrant and
environmentally focused Downtown core for the residents of
Redwood City to enjoy year-round.

Site 06: Bradford Street/ Redwood Creek
Top: On the East side of Convention Way Bridge, looking West
Bottom: Looking North toward the Convention Way Bridge
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I Introduction

Image Source: redwoodcityhistory.org/timeline

I INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND
Redwood City is a thriving urban center of nearly 85,000 residents,
and has long been a vital hub of commerce, manufacturing, and
government for San Mateo County. Like many communities in the
Bay Area, recent years have brought rapid population and job growth
along with the development of higher-density housing and new
commercial businesses. Since the adoption of the Downtown Precise
Plan in January, 2011, Downtown Redwood City has experienced
tremendous growth in the form of new multi-story ofﬁce buildings,
mixed-use developments, and high-density residential complexes.
With this growth has come much needed housing and new business;
however other than Courthouse Square (2007), no new parks or
publicly accessible open spaces have been created, and thus the
ratio of open space to population has declined. With this in mind,
Redwood City Council held a Study Session in early 2017 regarding
the implementation of the Downtown Precise Plan (DTPP), where it
determined that a high priority need to be placed on Goal #3 of the
DTPP: “to create a network of great public open spaces.”
In 2017, the City hired a consultant team to analyze six public
parcels in the Downtown Precise Plan Area that were underutilized
and/or could be repurposed, with the overall understanding that
each could contribute to a larger parks network in the Downtown
Core. After developing a series of criteria, the consultant team
evaluated and ranked the six potential sites, recommending three for
eventual development as urban parks. Those three sites are Site 02:
Library Lot A/Roselli Park, Site 03: City Hall/Main Street and Site 06:
Bradford Street/Redwood Creek. Sites 02 and 03 are currently used
as public parking lots and Site 06 is a segment of Redwood Creek
stretching from where the creek daylights at Bradford Street to the
Highway 101 undercrossing.

24 september 2018
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II GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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iI GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The ultimate goal of this plan is to create a chain of public open spaces and
parks that will serve both a growing residential population and an increasing
employment base in Downtown Redwood City. These public facilities should be
linked by pathways and bikeways to create a true 'system' of community spaces
in the heart of Redwood City. This plan therefore aims to utilize City-owned
land and rights-of-way to augment Downtown in a way that beneﬁts all users residents, employees, and visitors alike - by devoting public land to recreation,
socializing, and community health.
The main objectives of this project are to:
• Create a network of public spaces that uniﬁes the
Downtown Core and that provides a recreational
corridor connecting Downtown to Redwood Creek
and the Bay Trail
• Create nodes with different programmatic elements
that beneﬁt all users and community members
• Create community gathering, leisure, and active
spaces
• Make public space in Downtown Redwood City a
priority
• Revitalize currently underutilized City-owned spaces
• Add greenery and planting, trees, and shading

24 september 2018
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IIi DOWNTOWN PARKS VISION PLAN
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III DOWNTOWN PARKS VISION PLAN

Downtown is Redwood City's commercial and
civic core: it is home to thriving businesses, a
growing residential neighborhood, key public
facilities, and signature community events.
With strategically targeted public investments,
the City is seeking to bolster these various and
expanding uses with additional parks and green
spaces, which themselves would be linked by
streetscape and right-of-way improvements. The
result of such investments will be an imageable network of linked open spaces that helps
to redeﬁne Downtown Redwood City.
For the near-term, this plan concentrates on
three speciﬁc sites (Library Lot A, the City Hall/
Main Street Lot, and the Bradford Street /
Redwood Creek), which collectively will provide
a range of active and passive recreational
opportunities Downtown. The ultimate vision,
however, is that other sites - with their own
program and character - will be added over time
as demand and public support increases and
as funds become available.

24 september 2018
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IV Community engagement
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iv community Engagement
The Downtown Parks Site Assessment and Feasibility Study was
broken down into three separate phases:
• Phase 1: Feasibility Analysis for Downtown Parks, a Public Open
Space Network and Urban Recreation Corridors;
• Phase 2: Preliminary Site Planning and Identiﬁcation of Types of
Improvements; and
• Phase 3: Recommend Downtown Park Development
The comprehensive strategy for Community Engagement was
developed by the Parks, Recreation and Community Services
Department (PRCS) and was an integral component of each of the
project phases.
A detailed summary of all community engagement activities that
were conducted as part of this Downtown Parks Site Assessment and
Feasibility Study was prepared by PRCS and is attached at Appendix
III. This chapter of the report provides a synopsis of the Community
Engagement Summary and images from the associated pop-up park
event conducted on June 9, 2018.

24 september 2018
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IV COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Phase 1
During the ﬁrst phase of the study, PRCS and SERA Architects (SERA) presented
the project at several community meetings, including the Parks and Recreation
Commission, a joint session with the Planning Commission and Complete
Streets Advisory Committee and City Council. PRCS and SERA also met with City
Staff across several departments such as Library, Fire, Police, Planning and
Engineering (including Transportation) to discuss the intent of the study and to
gather input from the different divisions. The comprehensive assessment of all
six sites indicated that aspects such as “Eyes on the Park” and Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPTED) were essential to creating a safe,
welcoming public space that could potentially encourage more visitors to the
downtown as well as improve foot trafﬁc for downtown businesses. The Police
Department speciﬁcally noted the existing issues with crime and unwanted
behavior in Roselli Park that could be alleviated through the implementation of
CPTED principles.
Also during this Phase, PRCS met with several business organizations such
as the Chamber of Commerce, Redwood City Improvement Association (RCIA)
and the Downtown Business Group (DBG). Before the event, PRCS and DBG
also initiated door-to-door visits to business surrounding the proposed park
locations as well as correspondence to the DBG about the study and the
Pop-up Park. Despite the general support for a downtown park, the downtown
business community expressed concern about the loss of parking, in particular
convenient surface lot parking during the day. The discussions, notably
thoughtful and informative, led to ideas for mitigative measures regarding
parking and signiﬁcant considerations for site selection.
Phase 1 concluded with a presentation of all Site Assessment ﬁndings to
Council by SERA and PRCS. During this public hearing, PRCS requested that
Council select the sites that they would like to see proceed to the subsequent
phase of the study which included Site Planning, Site Improvements, and the
related cost analysis. It was at this public hearing that PRCS also received
direction from Council with regards to proceeding with further Community
Engagement.

At right, scenes from the Pop-Up Park. Residents
climb the rock wall in Main Street parking lot.
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IV COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Phase 2
Community engagement for the Downtown Parks Site Assessment and Feasibility
Study was conducted during Phase 2 of the project. On June 9, 2018, PRCS closed
Library Lot A and a portion of Main Street Lot from vehicle access and conducted a
fully programmed pop-up park from 11:00AM - 3:00PM. A survey booth, managed
by bilingual city staff (English and Spanish) and a Planning Commissioner, was
set up at a centrally situated location at the event where people could look at a
map of the proposed locations, view a copy of the Phase 1 report (Downtown Park
Feasibility Study), take the City-wide survey, ask questions about the study, and
express their concerns or support for the proposed locations for a future park. Two
interactive monitors were also set up in the booth where participants could draw
their ideas that were then digitally captured and emailed to city staff.

lot, Library Lot A, or both locations (See Parking Memo, Appendix I). This memo
concludes that there is sufﬁcient parking across Downtown to accommodate the
park(s) as are conﬁgured in the bubble diagrams of the study. Lastly, the memo
states that should the park(s) be built as proposed in the study, community
members that hold monthly parking permits for the Main Street Lot would likely
use a larger share of the available spaces remaining in that lot.

Top 5 Amenities:

Bottom 5 Amenities:

During the pop-up park event, PRCS staff and the Planning Commissioner spoke
with many participants including some concerned residents regarding the loss
of parking, the high cost of building the project, maintenance costs for a new
park, and problematic behavior seen at existing parks. In general, however, there
was signiﬁcant support for a park downtown, in particular trading the provision
of car storage for the provision of quality open space for people. Most indicated
a preference for a large, green linear park that provided a soft visual and tactile
respite from the hard surfaces of the streets downtown.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Throughout June and July 2018, PRCS released a City-wide Survey, a Business
Survey and a Neighbor Survey to collect community input on the preferred
amenities, programming, and size of a potential downtown park. Questions
focused on parking in the Downtown were included in the Business Survey. The
results of these surveys indicated a strong community preference for Trees/
Shade, as well as grassy/planted areas, benches with armrests and covered spots
for working (with site furniture like tables and chairs) and drinking fountains.
Although a playground for kids rated slightly higher in the City-wide Survey than in
the Neighbor Survey, this feature was important to both groups. With regards to
the communities preference towards the feeling and use of a potential park, there
was more support for amenities that reﬂect passive programming than those that
reﬂect active programming. The proposed general park conﬁgurations detailed in
the diagrams in this study reﬂect the amenity and programming preferences of
the community and local businesses.

CITY WIDE SURVEY
Trees/Shade
Softscape (grassy/planted areas)
Covered spots for working
Play equipment for kids
Drinking fountains

Plugs for Phones and Laptops
Swings for Adults
Retail/Pop-Up
Morning Yoga/Tai Chi
Open WiFi

IMMEDIATE NEIGHBOR SURVEY
Top 5 Amenities:

Bottom 5 Amenities:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trees/Shade
Benches with armrests
Covered spots for working
Tables & chairs
Play equipment for kids

Plugs for Phones and Laptops
Swings for Adults
Retail/Pop-Up
Interactive Art
Morning Yoga/Tai Chi

Although the Downtown Parks Site Assessment and Feasibility Study is not a
parking study, the proposed park locations are active parking lots so it was
inherently signiﬁcant to understand the use of Downtown parking facilities. Also,
concerns about a reduction in parking Downtown were expressed by the public
during the pop-up park and during the survey outreach. As an effort to address
the concern, the Community Development Department analyzed the difference in
the number of stalls if the proposed parks were located at Main Street/City Hall
24 september 2018
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IV COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Phase 3
Phase 3 of the study is the comprehensive report that features bubble
diagrams with amenity and programming recommendations which
show two alternatives for general, feasible improvements to each of the
selected sites. Given the ﬁndings from the site assessment, the existing
conditions analysis, Commission and Council discussion and community
engagement process, this report also provides recommendations for the
development of Downtown parks over time, and the foundations for an
urban recreational corridor from the Downtown core out to the Bay Trail.
The community outreach has resulted in a list of community-preferred
amenities and programming for potential future site improvements on
sites 02, 03 and 06. The bubble diagrams and recommendations made
by SERA were informed by the outreach and community engagement
results.
As intended, the community engagement portion of this study discloses
potential implications for the conversion of Sites 02 and 03 from
their current uses (mainly public parking lots) to green, open, public
spaces. It is apparent that in addition to the design and construction
of a park(s), there are various adjustments and investments, both
from the community and for the community, that would have to be
made to accommodate a park to Downtown Redwood City. These
adjustments and investments will be discussed in subsequent initiatives,
mitigation measures, and detailed design of the future park(s) which
the community has indicated to be passive, lightly programmed, well
connected and sized, green space(s).

At right, scenes from the Pop-Up Park.
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V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

Image Source: redwoodcityhistory.org/timeline

v proposed near-term sites
The following sites were proposed for near-term park development consideration based on an evaluation of their opportunities and constraints, potential park development
costs, and their ranking under a series of Evaluation Criteria: Safety & Vibrancy, Circulation & Connectivity, and Potential for Program (see Appendix, Section IX). Using
these criteria, the consultant team and the City came to the conclusion that Sites 02, 03, and 06 have the most potential, and would be most suitable for further analysis.
Sites 01, 04 and 05 were not selected to move forward for near-term development, but are detailed in Chapter V of this report. Library Lot B was another site that was not
selected to move forward for near-term development because City Council did not see a park as the highest and best use for the site and because of other constraints with
grading, utilities and vehicle ingress/egress.

Site 02:

Site 03:

Site 06:

Library Lot A/Roselli Park

City Hall/Main Street

Bradford Street/Redwood Creek

Bounded by Middleﬁeld, Main Street, and Jefferson
Avenue, Library Lot A /Roselli Park is centrally
located adjacent to the Library, and across the
street from restaurants, housing, and City Hall.

The City Hall/ Main Street lot is bounded by
Broadway, Main Street, and Middleﬁeld, and is across
the street from the Library. It is surrounded by several
mixed-use buildings, as well as City Hall and the post
ofﬁce. Currently functioning as a parking lot, Site
03 has good potential to be a major North-South
pedestrian connection in the Downtown Core. This
site is also large enough to accommodate a range of
potential uses.

At 9.2 acres, this site is the largest of the three
sites under consideration. It is mostly outside of the
Downtown Core, and crosses underneath Veteran’s
Boulevard en route to Highway 101. It is also unique
in that it is not as closely surrounded by urban
development, and has the potential to become a more
natural open space between Downtown, the Bay Trail
and the neighborhoods east of Highway 101.

Library Lot A currently functions as a parking lot
with 51 spaces. Adjacent to Lot A is Roselli Park,
a space relatively hidden from public view by large
trees and mounded landscaping, which create a
space where undesirable behavior occurs. The two
sites are relatively disjointed with one another, and
feel fairly separate from the plaza in front of the
Library.
24 september 2018
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V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

Existing Conditions

Potential Library
Expansion Area

30
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V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

Opportunities
• Adjacency to Library
• Proximity to active urban edge
• Adjacency to parking
• Potential to plant new trees
• Potential to serve as an anchor for North-South pedestrian link
• Potential to connect Roselli Park to adjacent properties along Main
Street and to enhance connectivity with the residential community
West of the train line
• Potential to add clear visibility from the back of Roselli Park to
Middleﬁeld Road

Constraints
• Some of the existing trees and landscape mounds in Roselli Park
obstruct views to the South edge of the park, creating areas with
limited public observation.
• The pinch point at the intersection of Roselli Park, Library Lot A, and
the library plaza is heavily landscaped, obstructing views across the
site.
• Roselli Park is adjacent to a blank, windowless wall of the Library,
limiting “eyes on the park.”
• Signiﬁcant storm drain, water, and electrical utilities may need to be
relocated or worked around.

Site Summary
This site has good park potential: with some existing green space
and mature trees, the site already supports the existing plaza and
civic uses. The site also has the potential to serve as an anchor
point for a North-South pedestrian link between the Library, City Hall,
and Downtown Core There are also ofﬁce and mixed-use buildings
across Middleﬁeld that could help activate the park.

24 september 2018

Library Lot A has great potential for many uses, and could do well
in combination with a thoughtfully programmed Roselli Park and
Library Plaza. Although Roselli Park has many mature trees, some of
them greatly obstruct sight lines into the park, creating a potentially
unsafe environment at the South end. Roselli Park could do well if
programmed with an active, speciﬁed use, such as a natural play
space, urban garden, or shared courtyard.
31

V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

Recommended Option

1 Limb up trees, add site furniture
2 Open visibility by removing some
trees and leveling mounds
3 Reduce planting and improve
visibility
32

4 Adjust Fence Location, Open Up
Circulation
5 Public Access/ Pathway

7

Focal point
Pedestrian Circulation

6 Redesign to create seating/
connection to plaza
dOWNTOWN pARKS site aSSESSMENT & fEASIBILITY sTUDY REPORT

V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

Recommended Option
Program Description:
This park program concept combines many of the
key amenities noted in the community engagement
process into a focused, energetic, urban park. The
lawn and garden areas address the community’s
request for trees, shade, and garden spaces while
the play area and water feature provide family
and children oriented activities. The highly visible
play area is in proximity to the proposed library
courtyard and will have a close connection to the
central plaza area and water feature. The central
plaza area will provide ﬂexible space for events
and serve as an active circulation hub between
the playground, lawn and garden space and the
City Hall Plaza. The energetic forms of the overall
layout will establish an exciting and compelling park
atmosphere to draw in park users. All views within
and throughout the park will be open to create a
safe and welcoming environment. It is anticipated
that the main audience of this program concept will
be library users and families.

Cost Estimate:
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Parking Impacts:
There are currently 51 parking spaces in Library Lot
A, with no new proposed spaces. The Recommended
Option would eliminate all 51 spaces in favor of a
plaza, lawn, and garden.

* Note:
1. Developable site area is assumed to exclude existing buildings.
2. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include potable
water storage. Refer to Tables 2a-b for additional probable potable water
storage cost information.
3. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include elevated
park structure costs. Refer to Table 3 for preliminary cost information for an
elevated park structure within the City Hall Parking Lot/ Main Street site.
4. Preliminary Operation and Maintenance Costs for this park program
concept are approximately $80,000 per year.

24 september 2018

Precedent: Monash University Square,
Australia

Precedent: WILD PLAY, Sydney, Australia

Open plaza space, coupled with lawns and shading,
can provide for multiple users simultaneously. Softer
materials contribute to a more informal feel.

Flexible spaces and natural materials help integrate
play spaces with circulation routes and other
programmatic elements.
33

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

Alternate Option

1 Limb up trees, add site furniture

34

4 Adjust Fence Location, Open Up
Circulation

2 Open up visibility by removing
some trees and leveling mounds

5 Public Access/ Pathway

3 Reduce planting and improve
visibility

6 Redesign to create seating/
connection to park

7

Relocate existing trees
Pedestrian Circulation

dOWNTOWN pARKS site aSSESSMENT & fEASIBILITY sTUDY REPORT

V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 02: LIBRARY LOT A/ROSELLI PARK

Alternate Option
Program Description:
This park program concept combines many of the
key amenities noted in the community engagement
process into a focused, formal, urban park. The lawn
and garden areas address the community’s request
for trees, shade, and garden spaces, while the play
area and water feature bring family and children
activities. The highly visible play area is in proximity
to the proposed library courtyard and will have a close
connection to the central plaza and water feature.
The linear entry plaza creates an exciting pedestrian
promenade along Middleﬁeld Road and establishes
a strong connection between the lawn and garden
area, the Library main entrance and City Hall Plaza.
All views within and throughout the park will be open
to create a safe and welcoming environment. It is
anticipated that the main audience of this program
concept will be library users and families.

Cost Estimate
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Parking Impacts:
There are currently 51 parking spaces in Library Lot
A, and the proposed number in the Alternate Option is
approximately 10-13 angled spaces.

* Note:
1. Developable site area is assumed to exclude existing buildings
2. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include potable
water storage. Refer to Tables 2a-b for additional probable potable water
storage cost information
3. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include elevated
park structure costs. Refer to Table 3 for preliminary cost information for an
elevated park structure within the City Hall Parking Lot/ Main Street site.
4. Preliminary Operation and Maintenance Costs for this park program
concept are approximately $80,000 per year.
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Precedent: Fareground, Austin, TX

Precedent: Sovereign Square, Leeds, UK

This project is a good example of how different uses- a
plaza, lawn, garden, shade trees, and water featurecan all come together to make a multi-functional
public space.

A linear plaza like the one above can work to unify
multiple programmatic spaces, and guide users from
place to place.
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V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Existing Conditions

Existing Driveway

36
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V PROPOSED NEAR-TERM SITES

SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Opportunities and Constraints

Opportunities

Constraints

• Proximity to key commercial streets and active urban frontages

•

Limited eyes on park

• Large site has potential to accommodate a wide variety of activities
and characters

•

Adjacent to backsides of buildings and blank facades, resulting in
limited visibility from adjacent buildings

• Flexibility to have shared space; sometimes parking stalls and
sometimes plaza/event space

•

Would displace downtown parking and service loading zones

•

Existing large underground utility vaults and parking lot, storm drain,
electrical, and irrigation utilities may require relocation due to grade
adjustment

•

Potential elimination of up to 79 existing parking spaces if either the
Recommended Option or the Alternate Option were to be executed

•

May be difﬁcult to plant trees due to location of existing culvert

• Potential to create North-South pedestrian link between Library, City
Hall, Downtown, and Marshall Street Garage
• Central Downtown location

Site Summary
Because it is so central within Downtown, this site represents an
excellent opportunity for pedestrian connectivity from North to
South. However, there are some surrounding buildings that have no
active frontages facing the site, creating potential safety problems
due to lack of eyes on the potential park.
This site also has the potential for ﬂexible parking arrangements.
For example, some of the parking could remain and only a portion of
the lot could be turned into a park - especially if paired with targeted
24 september 2018

building improvements. Or some portion of the existing lot could
stay parking during the week, but be converted to a market or event
space on evenings/weekends, etc.
The large size of the site offers the opportunity for a variety of
activities to establish a vibrant, centrally-located node, perhaps
including a jewel box concession stand, food cart court or picnic
area. However, the location of the existing creek culvert limits the
placement of new structures and trees within the site.
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SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Concept Diagram

Recommended Option
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1 Add Landscape and Redo Paving

4 Service Vehicle Access/ Fire Lane

Vehicular Circulation

2 Carry new paving pattern
through City Hall Plaza into
existing parking area for site
consistency

5 Combine Gardens, Lawns,
Planting, and Plaza Hardscape

Pedestrian Circulation

3 Enhance Connection

7 Vehicle Access

6 Loading Zone Only Between 6am
and 12pm
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SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Recommended Option
Program Description:
This park program concept combines many of the
key amenities noted in the community engagement
process into a ﬂowing linear park from City Hall Plaza
through the existing parking lots to Broadway. The
overall layout creates a clear visual connection from
the Library Plaza, across Middleﬁeld Road into the
proposed City Hall park. The meandering circulation
integrates a variety of spaces and activities into
a cohesive experience. This park has a passive
character with abundant garden and lawn spaces
and could compliment the more actively programmed
Library park. Hardscape and small plazas throughout
the natural spaces provide numerous seating and
gathering areas. The ﬂowing, organic forms of this
layout establish a strong character and create
interesting spaces and connections, providing a
compelling park environment that can accommodate
a variety of park users.

Parking Impacts:
There are currently 149 spaces in the Main Street Lot
and 16 spaces in the City Hall Lot, for a total of 165
spaces on site. The Recommended Option for the site
proposes reducing the number of existing spaces in
the Main Street Lot by approximately 39-51, resulting
in a total of approximately 98-110 spaces left on the
entire site.
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Cost Estimate:
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Cost Forecast
* Note:
1. Developable site area is assumed to exclude existing buildings.
2. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include potable water storage. Refer to Tables 2a-b for additional probable potable water storage cost
information.
3. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include elevated park structure costs. Refer to Table 3 for preliminary cost information for an elevated park
structure within the City Hall Parking Lot/ Main Street site.
4.Preliminary Operation and Maintenance Costs for this park program concept are approximately $120,000 per year. Much of these maintenance costs are associated
with the proposed garden areas.

Precedent: Klyde Warren Park, Dallas

Precedent: Corporate Garden, Pasadena

A linear circulation route, coordinated with gardens
and lawns, can lead users through the parks network
by integrating multiple public uses and spaces.

A more naturalistic garden can provide shaded,
planted seating, picnic, and relaxation areas.
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SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Concept Diagram

Alternate Option

1 Add Landscaping, Redo Paving

4 Enhance Connection

Vehicular Circulation

2 Carry new paving pattern
through City Hall Plaza into
existing parking area for site
consistency

5 Visual Focal Point

Pedestrian Circulation

6 Loading Zone Only Between 6am
and 12pm
7 Vehicle Access

3 Service Vehicle Access/Fire Lane
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SITE 03: CITY HALL/MAIN STREET

Alternate Option
Program Description:
This park program concept combines many of the
key amenities noted in the community engagement
process into a formal linear park from City Hall Plaza
through the parking lots to Broadway. The overall
layout creates a clear pedestrian promenade from
the Library Plaza, through the City Hall Plaza to the
proposed City Hall park. This park has a passive
character with abundant garden and lawn spaces and
could complement the more actively programmed
Library park. Hardscape and small plazas along the
promenade provide numerous seating and gathering
areas. The formal linear forms of this layout enhance
and clarify the user experience and create a strong
connection between multiple civic uses that can
accommodate a variety of park users.

Parking Impacts:
There are currently 149 spaces in the Main Street
Lot and 16 spaces in the City Hall Lot, for a total of
165 spaces on site. The Alternate Option for the site
proposes reducing the number of existing spaces in
the Main Street Lot by approximately 71-79, resulting
in a total of approximately 70-78 spaces left on the
entire site.
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Cost Estimate:
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Cost Forecast
* Note:
1. Developable site area is assumed to exclude existing buildings.
2. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include potable water storage. Refer to Tables 2a-b for additional probable potable water storage cost
information.
3. Preliminary probable construction costs shown do not include elevated park structure costs. Refer to Table 3 for preliminary cost information for an elevated park
structure within the City Hall Parking Lot/ Main Street site.
4. Preliminary Operation and Maintenance Costs for this park program concept are approximately $120,000 per year. Much of these maintenance costs are associated
with the proposed garden areas.

Precedent: Pancras Plaza, Kings Cross, UK

Precedent: Sky UK Headquarters, London

A formal linear plaza, with garden and lawn, can
integrate multiple uses and spaces.

A garden plaza, like the one above, provides shade
and seating.
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Recommended Options for Sites 2 & 3, Combined

1

Limb Up Trees, Plant New Trees,
Add Site Furniture

2

Open up visibility by removing some
trees and leveling mounds

3

Reduce Planting and Improve
Visibility

4

Adjust Fence Location, Open Up
Circulation

5

Remove Planting, Walls

6

Redesign to Create Seating, Create
Connection to Park

7

Focal Point

8

Add Landscape and Redo Paving

9

Carry new paving pattern through
City Hall Plaza into existing parking
area for site consistency

10

Service Vehicle Access/Fire Lane

11

Enhance Connection

12

Combine Gardens, Lawns, Planting,
and Plaza Hardscape

13

Loading Zone Only Between 6am
and 12pm

14

Vehicle Access
Vehicular Circulation
Pedestrian Circulation
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Alternate Options for Sites 2 & 3, Combined

1

Limb Up Trees, Plant New Trees,
Add Site Furniture

2

Open up visibility by removing some
trees and leveling mounds

3

Reduce Planting and Improve
Visibility

4

Adjust Fence Location, Open Up
Circulation

5

Remove Planting, Walls

6

Redesign to Create Seating, Create
Connection to Park

7

Add Landscape, Redo Paving

8

Carry new paving pattern through
City Hall Plaza into existing parking
area for site consistency

9

Service Vehicle Access/ Fire Lane

10

Loading Zone Only Between 6am
and 12pm

11

Vehicle Access
Vehicular Circulation
Pedestrian Circulation
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SITE 06: REDWOOD CREEK/BRADFORD STREET

Existing Conditions

Multi-Family

North Main Street
Precise Plan Boundary
Built section of
Redwood Creek Trail
Garbage storage,
Loading and Fire Lane
Public Access Trail
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SITE 06: REDWOOD CREEK/BRADFORD STREET

Opportunities and Constraints

Opportunities
• Potential for a key recreational corridor/linear park link between
the Bay Trail, new development east of HWY 101, and Downtown
Redwood City
• Potential for restoration of Redwood Creek leading out to San
Francisco Bay and the adjacent wetland area
• Potential for a complete trail on the northern side of Redwood Creek
(as stipulated by the North Main Street Precise Plan)
• A pedestrian/bicycle trail leading from east of HWY 101 into
Downtown along both sides of Redwood Creek could further
encourage the redevelopment of adjacent properties while providing
an important, multi-modal key link to the Downtown core

Constraints
• The site comes into contact with major arterial streets and Highway
101, creating complications regarding recreation path routing
• The site is somewhat isolated from the Downtown core and much of it
is adjacent to private properties with limited public access
• There is limited opportunity for “eyes on the park”
• Development of a trail within the boundaries of the site requires
extensive review from several government agencies and will likely
require environmental mitigations

Site Summary
This site is very different from the others in this study given its
larger size, proximity to the Downtown Core, lack of visibility, and
the fact that it has a tidally-inﬂuenced creek running through it. That
said, this site does provide a great opportunity for environmental
restoration, recreation, and connectivity between the Bay Trail,
new development east of HWY 101, and the Downtown core. For
these reasons, the Bradford Street/ Redwood Creek site has been
and should continue to be given special consideration through this
process.
24 september 2018

Given that much of this site is planned for in the North Main Street
Precise Plan, there are different regulations that apply here than
apply to Sites 01-05 – most notably the stipulation that all future
development adjacent to the creek include a trail along the entirety
of the development’s frontage. One segment has been constructed,
one segment has planning entitlements and is pending project
approvals for construction, and the remaining segments are subject
to future development.
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Recommended Option

SITE 06: REDWOOD CREEK/BRADFORD STREET

Concept Diagram

* Creek bank to remain undisturbed
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Program Description:
This program concept aims to provide enhanced
pedestrian connectivity from Downtown
Redwood City to the Bay Trail system while
enhancing and protecting the ecology and
habitat along Redwood Creek. The site provides
an excellent opportunity for residents and
visitors to experience natural landscapes and
environments that are currently inaccessible.
This program concept also provides an
opportunity to convey the history and ecology of
Redwood Creek through interpretive signs and
graphics.
In addition to viewpoints and overlooks,
there should also be several ﬁtness hubs
placed strategically along the trail. These
hubs should include parcourse-style outdoor
ﬁtness equipment, such as chin-up and pushup stations, which could provide physical
challenges for trail users.

Precedent 1: Lake Island Fitness Trail, FL
Fitness hubs, like the one above, add an extra
opportunity for trail users to get some exercise.

Precedent 2: Guadalupe River Trail, San
Jose, CA
This project is a good example of a creekside trail,
connecting Downtown San Jose from regional parks to
the Bay Trail.

Because this segment of the creek cuts
through the middle of a developed area, and
because this program concept encourages
the development of a pedestrian and bicycle
pathway, the adjacent developments have
an opportunity to capitalize on the creek by
reconﬁguring portions of their buildings towards
the pathway to provide an enhanced experience
for patrons.
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Precedent 3: Charleston Retention Basin,
Mountain View, CA

Precedent 4: Three Rivers Trail, Pittsburgh

Viewing platforms can be incorporated to provide
opportunities for rest and interpretive exhibits.

Three Rivers Trail is a good example of an urban
creekside trail. The trail is wide enough for a variety of
users, and offers viewpoints for resting and lounging.
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SITE 06: REDWOOD CREEK/BRADFORD STREET

Guidelines:

Redwood Creek- West Bank
The creek trail along West Bank of Redwood Creek will be built as a condition of
approval for all new development in this Precise Plan Area, and should adhere to
the trail requirements outlined in the North Main Street Precise Plan. Overlook
areas should be created at designated areas where space permits. Reference the
North Main Street Precise Plan for complete guidelines regarding Redwood Creek.
Guidelines include:

• Surfacing and lighting standards: Smooth paving surface 10’ in width, with 2’
wide edge bands of material subject to ADA requirements on either side. Trail
surfacing and lighting to be determined by the City, and shall be consistent
from one property to the next
• Site Utilities and Mechanical Equipment: Utilities and equipment shall be
screened from view by landscaping and/or equipment enclosures painted to
blend with the landscape.

• Creekside Setbacks: 25’, or approximately 39’ from creek top-of-bank
• Trail width standards: 14’ wide with a clear zone a minimum of 2’ wide
maintained adjacent to trail
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Guidelines:

Redwood Creek- East Bank
Redwood Creek East Bank should follow similar guidelines to the West Bank, and
address/include additional elements such as:
• Lighting: Pedestrian scale lights to provide safe illumination; consistent from
one property to the next, and consistent with properties along the West Bank
• Wayﬁnding: Signage and environmental graphics to indicate use and
destinations

• Interpretative Signage: Include signage and environmental graphics to convey
the history and natural resources of Redwood City and Redwood Creek
• Gateways: Create identiﬁable gateways to clearly connect the Redwood Creek
Trail with Downtown and the Bay Trail
• Landscaping: Restoration of native plant material and habitat where possible

• Site furnishings: Provide durable site furnishing along pathway including
benches, tables and trash receptacles that conform with the overall trail
character

24 september 2018
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Redwood Creek- West Bank
Recommendations
The West Bank of the Redwood Creek Trail falls within the the rules and
regulations outlined in the North Main Street Precise Plan. The most applicable
regulations for trail development along the West Bank of Redwood Creek
are outlined in the previous “Guidelines” section of this report. The general
information and details about Creek Trail Development provided in the North
Main Street Precise Plan should be adhered to moving forward with one
added recommendation for consideration by City Council and the Community
Development Department: When an application for a Planned Community
Permit (PC) is submitted for a property within the North Main Street Precise Plan
Area, a copy of the application and project plans shall be routed to the Parks,
Recreation and Community Services Department for review and comment on
the design and placement of the Redwood Creek Trail and access to the trail.

Top Photo: Existing West Bank Trail at
the rear of 333 Main St. looking South
towards 353 Main Street
Bottom Photo: Existing West Bank Trail
at the rear of 333 Main St. looking North
towards 305 Main St
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Redwood Creek- East Bank
Recommendations
From a recent land survey of all properties adjacent to
Redwood Creek (performed by BKF Engineers), it was
noted that there are two identiﬁed property owners of
all land adjacent to the East Bank of Redwood Creek
between Veterans Blvd and Highway 101. Much of the
land that exists above the top of bank in this area is
privately owned by these two property owners. There
are a couple of areas along the East Bank where there
is developable land between the top of bank and
private property, but those areas are land locked and
development of a trail in those areas would not create
the recreational trail recommended as part of this
report.
Therefore, three trail development alternatives have
been discussed with the City and are outlined below
for consideration:

Alternative #1 (Preferred)

It is likely that even though substantial portions of the
trail would need to be developed on private property
as part of this alternative, it should be anticipated
that the City would fund the improvements unless
development plans are submitted by the adjacent
property owners.

Alternative #2
The City will work with multiple government agencies
(including, but not limited to: US Army Corps of
Engineers, CA State Department of Fish and Wildlife,
and the Regional Water Quality Control Board) to
develop a plan for a recreational trail in the area
between high tide line and adjacent property lines. A
trail in this location will likely need to be cantilevered
over some portions of the creek and therefore will
not meet the creek trail guidelines established in the
North Main Street Precise Plan.

Develop a strategy to engage both property owners
who own the land along the East Bank of Redwood
Creek between Veterans Blvd and Highway 101 about
the implementation of the Redwood Creek - East Bank
Trail.

Due to the potential environmental impacts associated
with the development of a trail in this location, an
Environmental Impact Report will need to be prepared
and substantial mitigation measures may be required.

Prior to engagement, an analysis of all land between
the top of bank and adjacent buildings should be
performed. It needs to be determined if this area
can accommodate a ﬁre lane as required per current
code, in conjunction with the trail as outlined in the
“Guidelines” section of this report. If, after completing
this analysis, it is determined that there is enough
space to accomodate a ﬁre lane and the trail, the City
should begin engagement with the adjacent property
owners.

Alternative #3
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Develop a Precise Plan for all properties bounded
by Highway 101 to the North, Veteran’s Blvd
to the South, Walnut Street to the East, and
Redwood Creek to the West. This Precise Plan
would incorporate a detailed list of current
issues and proposed goals for redevelopment
of this area, as well as the requirement that a
Creek Trail be developed to the same guidelines
outlined in the North Main Street Precise Plan in
the case that new development occurs.
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VI MID/LONG-TERM SITES

Future Development

SITE 01: Winslow Street

SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage

SITE 05: Spring Street

1.1 acres

1 acre

.5 acres

Parking Spaces: 46

Parking Spaces: 118

Parking Spaces: N/A

Bounded by Winslow and Hamilton Streets and the
Caltrain line, this site is adjacent to two new
developments as well as the Fox Theater. It has
recently been used as a construction staging area.
During public hearing on March 12, 2018, the City
Council discussed whether a public park is the
highest and best use for this site, and therefore
decided to not move this site forward for near-term
development. At that same time, Council requested
that other uses for the site should be studied by
the City, including a potential affordable housing
complex. It was also noted at the public hearing that
there are safety concerns with the site given the
amount of street frontage it has and that noise would
be an issue for a public park given its proximity to the
train depot. Given all of these reasons expressed by
Council, it was determined that Site 01 would not
progress to Phase 2 of the Downtown Parks Site
Assessment and Feasibility Study.

Site 04 is the top deck of the publicly-owned
Marshall Street Garage. It is bound by Jefferson,
Marshall, Main, and Broadway. Although this site
is in a good location, there are many obstacles to
redeveloping this site as a public park. The retroﬁt
required to meet ADA compliance would be a great
cost, and because it is at the top deck of a parking
garage, there could not be constant “eyes on the
park”. To make this space successful, it would need
to be highly programmed and carefully managed,
perhaps by a private entity with a great vision for the
space, although this type of tenancy could potentially
compete with other Downtown activities, such as
those happening at Courthouse Square. These
obstacles merit more consideration and study,
and consequently Site 04 was not progressed onto
Phase 2 of the Downtown Parks Site Assessment
and Feasibility Study.

The smallest of the six sites that were under
consideration in the original study, the Spring
Street site is bound by Marshall, Main, and
Walnut, and is located across the street from
a new housing development. It is currently
characterized by an island of underutilized green
space, although the site also includes the portion
of Spring Street between Walnut and the Main/
Marshall intersection. The Precise Plan calls for
the removal of Spring Street when the street grid
is restored, but the site could be redeveloped as
a public park if the adjacent Wells Fargo property
were ever redeveloped. During the public hearing
on March 12, 2018, the City Council chose to not
progress Site 05 onto Phase 2 of the project given
its existing size, location and because the best
outcome for a successful park at this location is
tied to the redevelopment of the adjacent parcel.
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vIi existing facilities
Redwood City already has many highly valuable public spaces, and those in the Downtown Core are located and designed so that they may contribute to and be
incorporated into the greater network of public plazas and parks. Through the initial analysis of existing public spaces, Theater Way, Courthouse Square, and Arguello Plaza
have been determined as a few of the most valuable existing public spaces Downtown, and should be considered as places to learn from or enhance.

THEATER WAY

COURTHOUSE SQUARE

ARGUELLO PLAZA

www.yelp.com/biz_photos/indigo-apartment-homes-redwood-city

www.redwoodcity.org/home

www.redwoodcity.org/home

Theater Way is an example of a successful
pedestrian oriented and highly programmed
streetscape that serves as a key North-South link
between the CalTrain Station/Box and Courthouse
Square. Theater Way is further activated by allowing
uses to be shared within the street right-of way.
For example, the portion of Theatre Way that is
directly in front of 830 Middleﬁeld Road is used
for loading/unloading during certain times of the
day, outdoor dining at other times of the day and is
occasionally used for parking. This type of ﬂexibility
allows the street to shift between auto-oriented and
more pedestrian focused uses.

As a highly programmed and heavily used plaza
in Downtown, Courthouse Square anchors many
of the businesses and civic uses in the Downtown
core. Courthouse Square is an important and highly
successful central node for Downtown Redwood
City, and should be complemented by any new park
that will be built Downtown, not competed with.
The programming for Courthouse Square includes
a calendar of events, containing speciﬁc activities
that draw in many citizens and visitors, and provides
locations for vendors and market stalls.

Arguello Plaza is a central open space in Downtown,
and although it is underutilized, it has the potential
to be a real value to the City. While the Downtown
Precise Plan anticipates that the plaza would be
eliminated when Broadway and the railroad tracks
are grade separated; if and when this will happen
is unknown. Changes to the transit center and new
transit service could also inﬂuence the Plaza.

The primary lesson learned from the successful
execution of Theatre Way is that existing right-ofway in the Downtown core can be redesigned to
serve multiple functions such as parking, outdoor
seating and event space all in one.
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The space was designed so that it is open and highly
visible, providing for plenty of “eyes on the park”,
which sets it as a successful CPTED example that any
future park should follow. The space is also known
to serve as an important leisure area when there
are no scheduled events on, but due to the amount
of hardscape on-site, the space does not provide a
substantial amount of shade or picnic areas that the
community would like to see Downtown.

In the meantime, there are ways to activate Arguello
Plaza with programming. The space is large enough
to hold a band or performance, for example. Minor
investments in the space could set it up as an anchor
and boost activity, diminishing unwanted behavior
that has occurred over time.
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VIII CONNECTIVITY
Planning for and understanding the different types of connections that make up urban park networks is critical to the success of the individual parks, as well as the overall
quality of public space within the City. Three types of connections that deserve the most consideration in Downtown Redwood City are: Creekside, Streetscape, and Park-toPark.

Creekside

Streetscape

Park-to-Park

Peaks to Plains Trail, Clear Creek Canyon Park, CO

Indianapolis Cultural Trail, Indianapolis, IN

Emerald Necklace, Boston, MA

Creekside connectivity should have a focus on
extending the connection from the Downtown Core
to the Bay Trail. Development here should have
furnishings similar to the Downtown Core, such as
benches, trash receptacles, and lighting, in order
to maintain a consistent identity throughout the
park network. Creekside rehabilitation and minimal
impact to the natural environment should be a
priority, and low impact materials and construction
methods are recommended.

Streetscape connections should consider the
repurposing of existing vacant, or underutilized rightof-way space to create meaningful links between
urban parks. Streetscape connections can deﬁne
the spaces they support, and contribute to a holistic
network of valued public spaces. Theater Way is an
excellent example of this type of connection.

Park-to-Park connections are important to deﬁning the
larger parks network. Park-to-Park connections should
use consistent materials, signage, lighting and other
wayﬁnding techniques to direct users through the
park network from one end to the other. Park-to-Park
connections should be implemented in conjunction
with Streetscape connections for a more successful
and robust approach to connecting users to both
private and public spaces.
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Existing Circulation
Conditions & Policy
The circulation conditions and policies
in the Downtown core favor some park
locations over others. Sites 01, 02, 03,
and 04 are located adjacent to major
circulation corridors, which will help
maintain activity at those sites. Site 05 is
somewhat removed from the active uses
of Downtown Core, but still close enough
to potentially become (or create) a node
within the general Downtown area.
It should be noted that the City deﬁnes a
“Downtown Core Street” as a corridor that
ensures that the most signiﬁcant retail
and civic areas are treated in a way that
places the utmost priority on pedestrian
comfort, convenience, and safety, as well
as community building.
It should also be noted that the “Potential
Streetcar Route” included on this map
indicates the implementation of a modern
streetcar system that is discussed in the
Downtown Precise Plan.

Source: RWC Moves
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Potential
Improvements to
Existing Bike and
Pedestrian Facilities
Although there are existing bike routes
Downtown, an important part of the
urban recreation corridor & connectivity
component of this and future studies is
the development of a complete network
of trails & pathways for peds & cyclists.
Development of these corridors includes
enhancements to improve safety and
provide amenities such as crosswalks,
dedicated jogging routes & ﬁtness hubs,
trees & shade, signage, drinking stations,
bike parking & repair stations. It is the
goal of Council to enhance the current
system by connecting to existing & future
parks, and to connect to the larger regional
ped & bike network. The diagram shows
recommended improvements to ped and
bike infrastructure from the south end
of Roselli Park to the proposed HWY 101
undercrossing to connect the Bay Trail.

Source: RWC Moves
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Streetscape Amenities
The location of streetscape amenities along the
proposed recreation/connectivity corridor will be
based upon the selected programming of Sites
02, 03 and 06 as well as the programming along
Broadway after the Streetscape Improvement Plan
is implemented. Corridor related signage, and
other wayﬁnding measures, should be located at
intersections, near busy nodes, or in the transition
zones between parks. Benches, water fountains/
bottle ﬁller stations, and bicycle shares/repair stations
should be located strategically, but regularly (approx.
every one-two miles).
The placement of these furnishings can help create
a ﬂuid network of parks, deﬁne their character, and
guide patrons from one public space to the next.

seating

water fountains

bike shares

bike service station
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Streetscape Amenity
Placement
The location of streetscape furnishings is
always contingent on the programming of the
surrounding area. Wayﬁnding signs should be
located at intersections, near busy nodes, or in
the transition zone from park to park. Benches,
water fountains/bottle ﬁller stations, and
bicycle shares/repair stations should be located
strategically but regularly (approx. every one-two
miles).
The placement of these furnishings can help
create a ﬂuid network of parks, deﬁne their
character, and guide patrons from one public
space to the next.
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IX conclusion and next steps
Conclusion
Phase 1 of the Downtown Parks Site Assessment and Feasibility study concluded
with a presentation of the draft report and key recommendations to the City
Council on March 12, 2018. The key recommendations presented were based off
an initial evaluation against the Site Evaluation Criteria and with additional review
and input by City Staff, the Parks Commission, the Planning Commission, and the
Complete Streets Advisory Committee. PRCS and SERA recommended that Sites
02 (Library Lot A/Roselli Park), 03 (City Hall/Main Street Lot) and 06 (Bradford
Street/Redwood Creek) move on to Phase 2 of the project. City Council supported
the recommendation and therefore all three sites were further studied in Phase 2
of the project.
During Phase 2, additional information and public opinion was gathered by PRCS
staff throughout their Community Engagement and Outreach, and the consultant
team conducted a land survey of Redwood Creek. The ﬁndings that resulted
from existing conditions studies, the community engagement and land survey
were coordinated into high level, community-informed, site design diagrams
that included recommendations for programming and amenities for the three
selected sites. This assembly of ﬁndings and design concepts can be used by
City staff and Council to inform the decision of site selection for a park(s) and the
subsequent, or future, design of the spaces. The recommendations provided in
this report are meant to illustrate to Council the various options for developing
a park, or a collection of parks, located in the Downtown area. There are also
recommendations in the report to support the implementation of an urban
recreational corridor stretching from the southern end of Roselli Park to the HWY
101 Undercrossing. The urban recreational corridor recommendations should
also be considered by Council for use in future City streetscape and right-of-way
improvement projects. The recommendations for adjustments and investments
on City property will be discussed in subsequent initiatives, mitigation measures,
and detailed design of the future park(s) which the community has indicated
a preference for passive, lightly programmed, well connected and sized, green
space(s).

24 september 2018

After analysis of the community engagement survey results, analysis of the
Parking Memo, and completion of the diagrams for each of the three selected
sites, PRCS and SERA conclude that City Council recommend that the three sites
studied in Phase 2 proceed to a detailed design phase. If the three sites were
to develop in accordance with the diagrams in the report, concurrently with the
development of the HWY 101 Undercrossing, and a version of the proposed bicycle
network in the City-wide Transportation Plan, a new corridor would be created that
stretches from the southern end of Downtown (at Roselli Park) to the Bay Trail.
PRCS and SERA believe that if Council does recommend that all the three sites
(Site 02, 03 and 06) move on to the next phase of the process (detailed design),
then Council would advance with achieving Goal #3 of the Downtown Precise Plan:
“to create a network of great public open spaces.”

Next Steps
According to the ﬁndings in the study, there are two steps that City Council could
take to continue moving forward with the process of building a new public park in
Downtown Redwood City.
The ﬁrst step is for City Council to review the community-informed, site design
diagrams and recommendations, that have been prepared given the various site
opportunities and constraints, as well as ﬁndings from the community outreach,
the land survey, and the Parking Memo. Upon review and analysis of the diagrams
and site recommendations, City Council could make recommendations for which
site(s) should proceed to the detailed design phase of this project which would
include a signiﬁcant community outreach aspect.
The second step is for City Council to recommend that the City release a RFP for
professional design services for the design of future Downtown parks and urban
recreation corridors, including a project component for comprehensive, inclusive
community engagement.
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i. Parking Memo
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MEMORANDUM

policies are achieving our occupancy goal. Additional data was collected and analyzed
in June 2018. Data was collected on a typical Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday and
then analyzed by a transportation consultant. The weekdays had the highest average
parking occupancy. Highlights of the results include:
·

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING SECTION

Length of Stay: Most people (69-74%) parking in the core parking zone stayed
for less than 2 hours. Approximately 50% of parkers stay for less than one hour.

Table: Current Parking Patterns

DATE:

8/31/2018

TO:

City Council of Redwood City

Location
On-street(Core)

FROM:

Christian Hammack, Parking and Transportation Demand Manager

On-street(Periphery)

78%

Current Parking Usage and Implication for Development of Downtown Park

City off-street lot
City garage

70%
67%

RE:

The purpose of this memo is to update Council on the current status of Redwood City’s
downtown parking program, to discuss implications of the proposed Downtown Park
Project, and to outline opportunities for offsetting any impacts. The discussion includes
data on the current parking supply, parking use, impacts of the park designs and
potential steps to address current or potential parking issues.

Peak Activity
Time(s)
Noon/7pm
Noon
8pm
8pm

Occupancy
90%
87%
86%
80%

·

Occupancies peak in the evenings when parking is free on-street and in the
parking lots within the core parking area – at 8 pm few on-street spaces were
available and parking is hard to find

·

Public use of private parking facilities remains light, with occupancies not
exceeding 25% on a typical evening or weekend.

Current Parking Supply
The City currently owns and operates approximately 2,500 parking spaces during
weekdays. Approximately 4,800 parking spaces are available on evenings and
weekends through publicly owned parking and through shared parking agreements with
private property owners. See Exhibit A for a map of downtown parking locations. The
breakdown of the parking supply is as follows:

Average
Occupancy
Weekday, 8a-8p
80%

Potential Parking Implications of Downtown Park
The Downtown Park Sites Assessment and Feasibility Study identified two City parking
lots in downtown Redwood City as the preferred, potential park sites:
· Library Lot A, with 51 parking spaces, and
·

Main Street Lot with 149 parking spaces.

Table: Parking Supply
Facility Type
On-street
City off-street lot
City garage
Privately owned garage*
Total

Publicly-Available Parking Spaces
Weekdays Evenings / Weekends / Holidays
1028
1028
486
486
1047
1047
N/A
2299
2,561
4,860

*available evenings and weekends

Both parking lots are actively used; the average daily occupancy in the Main Street Lot
is 83% and 73% in Library Lot A. Proposed park designs maintain 70 to 120 parking
spaces out of the current 200. The table below summarizes the existing supply and
demand and the estimated parking shortfall if the park(s) were to be developed as
proposed.
Potential Parking Changes due to Park Development

Current Parking Use
The City’s parking policies seek to achieve an average parking occupancy between
70% and 85% during peak times. This use level means that there are always some
open parking spaces, making it easy for new parkers to find a spot. In December, 2017
we collected and analyzed parking occupancy data to understand how well our current

Site
Main Street Lot
Lot A
Total

Parking
Spaces
(existing)
149
51
200

Average
Occupancy
83%
73%
80%

Average
Spaces
Used
124
37
161

Desired
Parking
Spaces*
145
44
189

* Desired number of parking spaces to achieve an average 85% occupancy

Parking
Spaces
w/ Park
70 – 110
0-10
70 - 120

Space
Deficit w/
Park
35 - 77
31 - 44
66 - 121

As mentioned above, the average daytime parking occupancy across downtown is 70 80%. Assuming an average occupancy of 80% across all 2,500 daytime parking
spaces; there is a system wide surplus of roughly 125 parking spaces. Based on these
data, there is sufficient parking across the downtown to accommodate new downtown
park(s).
While there is an adequate parking supply across the system, there are unique uses in
the Main Street Lot that need to be considered. The City currently sells monthly parking
permits to downtown employees and residents. Over the last year, the City has seen a
reduction in the use of these permits – never approaching the cap of 100 permits. For
September, only 44 permits have been sold and for most of 2018 fewer than 50 permits
were issued. Approximately 15-30 of the permits issued in any given month are to
residents who live in the apartments next to the Main Street Lot. Should the parks be
built as proposed, monthly parkers would use a larger share of the available parking
spaces – but they could still be accommodated as they are today.
Listed below are efforts either underway, planned or available to minimize the impact of
any potential reduction of parking on downtown parking.
Next Steps
While parking is available at all times on most days, there are specific locations at
specific times that are heavily parked and exceed the 85% occupancy goal. Staff is
working to address areas that are over parked to bring them in line with current policy.
Following is a list of initiatives that are under way, planned for the next few months, or
could be enacted if there were support:
Current Initiatives
· More shared use parking. Two projects under construction now (at 2075
Broadway and 851 Hamilton) will add over 400 publically-accessible parking
spaces on evenings and weekends.
·

Transportation demand management. With the adoption of the Citywide
Transportation Plan, the City Council established a goal of 50% of trips citywide
be made by ways other than driving alone. The implementation of transportation
demand management programs for new developments will help shift downtown
employees and residents into carpooling, transit, walking, and bicycling. In turn,
this will free up parking for downtown patrons whose only option is to drive alone.

·

Parking guidance system. A consultant is currently designing a real-time,
dynamic parking guidance system for downtown. The system tell people where
parking is available and help guide them to those spaces. This will balance
parking use across the full parking supply (including private garages which are
heavily underused), reducing peak period hotspots.

Upcoming Initiatives

·

·

New parking supply. City staff is exploring the opportunity to participate in the
construction of the new parking structure on the County of San Mateo’s campus.
By partially funding construction of the garage, the City will have 150 more
parking spaces available for public at all times.
Adjusting parking policies. Staff is evaluating the detailed parking occupancy
data to recommend policy adjustments (price and hours) to achieve the 85%
occupancy goal and to shift any long-term parkers into city lots and garages.
This will help keep storefront parking available for use by patrons.

Potential, Future Initiatives
·

·

·

Discounted permits. Currently the monthly permit rates for Marshall Garage are
higher than for Main Street Lot. To minimize the impact of fewer parking spaces
in the Main Street Lot, staff could develop a discounted permit rate for qualifying
low income and/or senior residents.
Employee parking program. Staff could work with the downtown business
community to develop an employee parking program to help employees access
parking at a reasonable monthly cost.
Permit parking in private garages. Staff could initiate discussions with new
downtown developments about making a limited number of monthly passes
available to the public. This could address concerns of residents who live next to
the Main Street Lot as well as downtown service employees.

Exhibit A – Map of Downtown Redwood City Parking Facilities
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Downtown Routes- Basemap

Existing Bike Facilities
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Proposed Bike Facilities

Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)

Class III (Sharrow)

Class IV (Protected Lane)

Map data ©2018 Google

500 ft
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General Comments

GENERAL COMMENTS

8/15/2018

Downtown Bike Loop

Google Maps

Downtown to Bay Trail
Connection
- More shade and signage
needed to enhance connection
to Bair Island and Bay Trail

Bay Trail Entrance
Entrance to Bay Trail needs
improvement and signage

Bridge to Nowhere

Hwy 101/Bay Trail
Connection

Steep connection to bridge

Blomquist Area

- Feels unsafe - limited
pedestrian and bicycle facilities

- Limited connectivity
- No tree canopy/(no shade)

Highway On/Off-Ramp
at Whipple

Maple Street Bridge
- Steep grade to bridge
- No bike facility

- High speed traffic
- Feels extremely unsafe

Veterans Blvd Bridge
Arguello onto Whipple

- High traffic volumes
- High traffic speed
- No bicycle lane
- Feels unsafe

- Needs shade
- Needs bolder bike presence
- Feels very unsafe

Downtown Boundary Veterans Boulevard

Broadway Corridor
- Fragmented bike network
- Feels relatively safe

- High traffic speeds
- some segments feel unsafe
even with enhanced bike lanes

Downtown Boundary Brewster

Maple Street

- From Broadway to Veterans
has good but inconsistent bike
facilities
- Can feel unsafe due to high
traffic volumes

- Consider Maple Street for
improvements as an urban
recreation corridor

Chestnut Street
Railroad Spur

Downtown Boundary El Camino Real

- Narrow travel lanes
- Feels unsafe / difficult place to
ride

- High traffic volumes
- High traffic speeds
- Corridor feels unsafe due to
high traffic volumes (except
along segments with red curbs)

Stambaugh-Heller
Neighborhood
- Wide residential streets
- Safe, quiet, pleasant
- Limited tree canopy/(no shade)
- Limited connectivity

Existing Bike Facilities
Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)

Class III (Sharrow)

Class IV (Protected Lane)
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Proposed Bike Facilities
Downtown Boundary Main Street
- Narrow street
- No room for bike path
- Relatively fast moving traffic

500 ft

Industrial Way, Winslow, Middlefield
- Limited tree canopy throughout corridor (no shade)
- Industrial Wy through Winslow feels relatively safe
- Middlefield (Cassia - Jefferson) feels unsafe due to
lack of bike lane and limited space
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Downtown Routes- Bike Loop Index

Loop 1

Loop 2

Loop 3
Existing
Bike Facilities
Existing Bike Facilities

Bike Loop Routes
Map data ©2018 Google

Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Bike Loop 1

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)
Class IV (Protected Lane)

Bike Loop 2

Class III (Sharrow)
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Proposed Bike Facilities

Proposed Bike Facilities

500 ft

Bike Loop 3
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Downtown Bike Loop 01- Intersection Conditions
8/15/2018
Google Maps
Downtown Bike Loop 1 Intersection Conditions
Downtown Bike Loop
Veterans Blvd and Main
St.

Winslow St. and
Brewster Ave.

- Very heavy car presence
- Very fast car speeds
- Feels very unsafe along
Veterans but relatively safe
crossing along Main due to high
visibility along crosswalk
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Moderate roadway crown

- Heavy car presence
- Fast car speeds
- Feels safe due to 4 way
bike lanes, bike pockets, and
wide road ways
- Very limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown
- Most comfortable
intersection in loop.

Bradford St. and
Main St.

Bradford St. and
Winslow St.

- Very low car presence along
Bradford, but large car presence
along Main St.
- Fast car speeds along Main St.
- Feels unsafe due to narrow
roadway
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Low roadway crown

- Awkward intersection
- Moderate car presence
- Moderate car speeds
- Feels uneasy due to
arrangement of intersection
- Very limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown

Marshall and
Middlefield

Marshall St. and
Main St.

- Heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels safe due to large
roadway, 4 way bike lanes,
and crosswalk
- Very limited tree cover
- Moderate roadway crown

- Heavy car presence
- Fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/unsafe from
Broadway to Veterans due to
narrow roadway
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Low roadway crown

Broadway and
Main St.

Broadway and
Middlefield
- Moderate car presence
- Moderate car speeds
- Feels safe due to high flow
of pedestrian traffic
- Limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown
Existing Bike Facilities

Middlefield Rd. and
Jefferson Ave
Proposed Bike Facilities

Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)

Class III (Sharrow)

Class IV (Protected Lane)

24 september 2018

- Heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/unsafe due to lack of
bike lanes and car speeds
- Very limited tree cover (no shade)
- Moderate roadway crown

Middlefield Rd.
and Main St.
- Relatively heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/sketchy
- Limited tree coverage (no shade)
- High roadway crown

- Relatively moderate car
presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels safe
- Adequate tree cover
- Low/level roadway crown
Map data ©2018 Google

500 ft

Bike route taken for bike facility assessment
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Downtown Bike Loop 02- Intersection Conditions
Downtown Bike Loop 2 Intersection Conditions
Marshall and
Winslow St.

Downtown Bike Loop

- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels safe due to large roadway, bike
lanes, and crosswalk
- Limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Veterans Blvd and
Whipple Ave
- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Limited bike facilities, large intersection.
- Feels very unsafe
- Limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Veterans Blvd and
Jefferson Ave
- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels dangerous due to high traffic
volumes and speeds
- Limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Veterans Blvd and
Main St

Industrial Way/Winslow St
and Whipple Ave

- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels very unsafe along Veterans but
relatively safe crossing along Main due
to high visibility along crosswalk
- No tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

- High traffic volumes, high vehicle speeds on
Whipple
- Feels very unsafe along Whipple
- Moderate traffic volumes and speeds on Industrial
and Winslow
- Feels safe along Industrial and Winslow with bike
lanes
- Limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Veterans Blvd and
Chestnut St
- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Narrow travel lanes on Chestnut
- Feels unsafe due to lack of bike lanes
and flow of traffic.
- No tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Arguello St and
Whipple Ave
- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels very unsafe along Whipple due to narrow
roadway, fast/aggressive traffic, no shoulder, and
fragmented bike facilities.
- Feels safe along Arguello with low traffic volumes
and bike lanes.
- Limited tree canopy
- High crown

Arguello St and
Brewster Ave
- Moderate traffic volumes
- Relatively high vehicle speeds
- Feels safe due to 4-way bike lanes, and lower
car presence.
- Limited tree canopy
- High crown

Woodside Rd and
Broadway

Arguello St and
Marshall St

- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels uncomfortable due to volume and
speed of of traffic and limited bicycle
facilities
- No tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

- Moderate traffic volumes
- Relatively low vehicle speeds
- Feels safe due to slower car speed, lowered car
volume, and higher pedestrian traffic
- Limited tree canopy except for section of
eastbound Broadway
- Moderate roadway crown
Existing Bike Facilities
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Proposed Bike Facilities

Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)

Class III (Sharrow)

Class IV (Protected Lane)

Marshall St and
Main St
- High traffic volumes
- High vehicle speeds
- Feels uneasy/unsafe from Broadway
to Veterans due to narrow roadway
- No tree canopy
- Low roadway crown

Broadway, Spring St
and Maple St
- Moderate traffic volumes
- Relatively low vehicle speeds
- Unusual intersection
- Feels uncomfortable due to unusual
intersection and lack of bike facilities
- Limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Spring St and
Chestnut
St
Map data ©2018 Google

- Low traffic volumes
- Relatively low vehicle speeds
- Feels unsafe along Chestnut due to
narrow lanes
- Feels very safe along Spring St due to
very low vehicle volumes and wide
streets
- Very limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown

Broadway and
Chestnut St

500 ft

- High traffic volumes
- Relatively high vehicle speeds
- Feels uncomfortable due to lack of
bike lanes.
- Feels safer on Broadway due to lower
traffic volumes
- Very limited tree canopy
- Moderate roadway crown
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Downtown Bike Loop 03- Intersection Conditions
8/15/2018
Google Maps
Downtown Bike Loop 1 Intersection Conditions
Downtown Bike Loop
Veterans Blvd and Main
St.

Winslow St. and
Brewster Ave.

- Very heavy car presence
- Very fast car speeds
- Feels very unsafe along
Veterans but relatively safe
crossing along Main due to high
visibility along crosswalk
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Moderate roadway crown

- Heavy car presence
- Fast car speeds
- Feels safe due to 4 way
bike lanes, bike pockets, and
wide road ways
- Very limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown
- Most comfortable
intersection in loop.

Bradford St. and
Main St.

Bradford St. and
Winslow St.

- Very low car presence along
Bradford, but large car presence
along Main St.
- Fast car speeds along Main St.
- Feels unsafe due to narrow
roadway
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Low roadway crown

- Awkward intersection
- Moderate car presence
- Moderate car speeds
- Feels uneasy due to
arrangement of intersection
- Very limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown

Marshall and
Middlefield

Marshall St. and
Main St.

- Heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels safe due to large
roadway, 4 way bike lanes,
and crosswalk
- Very limited tree cover
- Moderate roadway crown

- Heavy car presence
- Fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/unsafe from
Broadway to Veterans due to
narrow roadway
- No tree cover (no shade)
- Low roadway crown

Broadway and
Main St.

Broadway and
Middlefield
- Moderate car presence
- Moderate car speeds
- Feels safe due to high flow
of pedestrian traffic
- Limited tree cover
- Low roadway crown
Existing Bike Facilities

Middlefield Rd. and
Jefferson Ave
Proposed Bike Facilities

Class I (Path)

Class I (Path)

Class II (Lane)

Class II (Lane)

Class III (Sharrow)

Class IV (Protected Lane)

24 september 2018

- Heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/unsafe due to lack of
bike lanes and car speeds
- Very limited tree cover (no shade)
- Moderate roadway crown

Middlefield Rd.
and Main St.
- Relatively heavy car presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels uneasy/sketchy
- Limited tree coverage (no shade)
- High roadway crown

- Relatively moderate car
presence
- Relatively fast car speeds
- Feels safe
- Adequate tree cover
- Low/level roadway crown
Map data ©2018 Google

500 ft

Bike route taken for bike facility assessment
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Downtown Parks Feasibility Study - City-Wide Survey/ Neighbor Survey
The City of Redwood City is evaluating various locations for a potential urban park/open space site(s) in the
Downtown. The various City-owned properties are currently used for parking (car storage). We are seeking input
on various urban park-related items including potential amenities, uses, programming and other items such as
where visitors, employees, and residents currently park, potential mitigation and the impact on parking. Thank
you in advance for your input.
Survey results will inform the City Council in August as they consider potential urban park locations in the
Downtown. Once the City Council approves a park location, the City will launch additional opportunities to gain
further input on park design and other details that will include online tools, community meetings and more.
For more details about the overall Downtown Park Site Assessment and Feasibility Study process, go here.
Following the Downtown Feasibility Study, there will be subsequent urban park and recreation corridor
design(s) to reshape and build public space for the purpose of recreation, socialization and community health.

3. Are you a frequent visitor to Downtown Redwood City?
Yes
No
4. If yes, do you typically drive, take transit, or bike? Pick one that most applies.
Transit
Drive
Bike
Other
5. If you drive, where do you typically park? For a parking map, go here.

1. Please rank the following (1 lowest to 5 the strongest) potential park amenities you would like to see at a
future Downtown park (go here for visual examples)
6. As a frequent visitor to Downtown, how would you use a future park?
1

2

3

4

5

Benches with armrests
Trees/Shade
Swings (for adults)
Drinking fountain
Bike parking
Play equipment (for kids)
Plugs for phones & laptops
Softscape (Grassy, planted area)
Hardscape (like a plaza with trees)

7. Do you work in Downtown Redwood City?
Yes
No
8. If yes, do you typically drive, take transit, or bike? Pick one that most applies.
Transit
Drive
Bike
Other
9. If you drive, please share where you currently park your vehicle. For a parking map, go here.

Water feature
Communal tables
Open Wi-Fi
Flexible space (events/parking)

10. If you drive, please comment on if you would utilize an employee-parking program or another program
that provides discounted parking offered a little bit further away from your work.

Covered spots for working (umbrellas, trees)
Tables and chairs
Interactive art
Morning yoga/tai chi
Retail/pop up
2. Other (fill in your own answer)
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Downtown Parks Feasibility Study - City-Wide Survey/ Neighbor Survey
11. If a new park is located in Downtown Redwood City and offered events (pop-ups, civic, entertainment) in a
multi-use programmed space, would you attend?
Yes
No
Other comments

12. If a new park is located in Downtown Redwood City, how would you use the park? Check all that apply.
Physical activity (walk or workout)
Sit and watch the grass grow
Lunch or co!ee break
Meditation
Read a book
Attend an event
Play with the kids
Walk or other physical activity
Other

13. What type of programming would you like to see in a downtown park?
Family focused (children’s play areas, splash pads, picnic tables)
Event focused (hardscape areas, large seating areas, vendor spaces)
Passive spaces (gardens, trees, small lawn areas)
Recreation focused (skate park, dog park, play "elds)
14. Would you prefer a series of smaller parks with distinct active or passive programming or one large park
with combined active and passive programming?
Smaller parks with highly programmed areas (play areas, BBQ’s, vendor spaces)
Smaller parks with lightly programmed areas (gardens, lawn, benches)
One larger park with combined programming (recreation, BBQs, vendor spaces, large lawn areas,
trees, benches)
15. Should downtown parks reflect historical/cultural aspects of Redwood City? If so, what is specific about
Redwood City that should be incorporated into a downtown park?
Environmental/Ecological educational signage
Special needs engagement/play areas
Historical plaques and reference signs
Special event space for Civic Events/Farmers Markets

To receive a copy of your submission, please fill out your email address below and submit.
Email Address

24 september 2018
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Downtown Parks Feasibility Study - Business Survey
Downtown Parks Feasibility Study - Business Survey
The City of Redwood City is evaluating various locations for a potential urban park/open space site(s) in the
Downtown. The various City-owned properties are currently used for parking (car storage). We are seeking input
on various urban park-related items including potential amenities, uses, programming and other items such as
where visitors, employees, and residents currently park, potential mitigation and the impact on parking. Thank
you in advance for your input.
Survey results will inform the City Council in August as they consider potential urban park locations in the
Downtown. Once the City Council approves a park location, the City will launch additional opportunities to gain
further input on park design and other details that will include online tools, community meetings and more.
For more details about the overall Downtown Park Site Assessment and Feasibility Study process, go here.
Following the Downtown Feasibility Study, there will be subsequent urban park and recreation corridor
design(s) to reshape and build public space for the purpose of recreation, socialization and community health.
1. Please rank the following (1 lowest to 5 the strongest) potential park amenities you would like to see at a
future Downtown park (go here for visual examples)
1
Benches with armrests

2

3

4

5

3. If you are a business owner in the Downtown, do you have ideas on ways to activate your business utilizing
the outdoor space close to you?

4. If a new park is located in Downtown Redwood City, how would you use the park? Check all that apply.
Physical activity (walk or workout)
Sit and watch the grass grow
Lunch or co!ee break
Meditation
Read a book
Attend an event
Play with the kids
Meet Friends
Sell retail items
Walk or other physical activity
Other

Trees/Shade
Swings (for adults)
Drinking fountain
Bike parking
Play equipment (for kids)
Plugs for phones & laptops
Softscape (Grassy, planted area)
Hardscape (like a plaza with trees)
Water feature
Communal tables
Open Wi-Fi
Flexible space (events/parking)
Covered spots for working (umbrellas, trees)
Tables and chairs
Interactive art
Morning yoga/tai chi
Retail/pop up
2. Other (fill in your own answer)
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APPENDIX

Downtown Parks Feasibility Study - Business Survey
5. If parking were offered at a similar rate at another parking facility or lot in the Downtown, would you use
these parking options? (Please fill in the blank by going to this parking map and selecting all other
parking options you might utilize.) Please fill in all that apply.

6. As a business owner, how do you feel about a new park offering a multi-use programmed, rentable space
for events (pop-ups, civic, entertainment)?

7. What type of programming would you like to see in a downtown park?
Family focused (children’s play areas, splash pads, picnic tables)
Event focused (hardscape areas, large seating areas, vendor spaces)
Passive spaces (gardens, trees, small lawn areas)
Recreation focused (skate park, dog park, play !elds)
8. Would you prefer a series of smaller parks with distinct active or passive programming or one large park
with combined active and passive programming?
Smaller parks with highly programmed areas (play areas, BBQ’s, vendor spaces)
Smaller parks with lightly programmed areas (gardens, lawn, benches)
One larger park with combined programming (recreation, BBQs, vendor spaces, large lawn areas,
trees, benches)
9. Should downtown parks reflect historical/cultural aspects of Redwood City? If so, what is specific about
Redwood City that should be incorporated into a downtown park?
Environmental/Ecological educational signage
Special needs engagement/play areas
Historical plaques and reference signs
Special event space for Civic Events/Farmers Markets
10. Please use the space below if you have additional ideas or feedback.
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iv. cost estimate for potable water storage

Image Source: redwoodcityhistory.org/timeline

IV COST ESTIMATE FOR POTABLE WATER STORAGE

Table 2a:
Preliminary Probable
Construction Cost for
Potable Water Storage @
Site 02: Library Lot A /
Roselli Park

APPENDIX
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Note:
1. Cost assumes one potable water storage system
2. Storage tank size assumed is based on approximate available underground space
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APPENDIX

Table 2b:
Preliminary Probable
Construction Cost for
Potable Water Storage @
Site 03: City Hall / Main
Street
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Note:
1. Cost assumes one potable water storage system
2. Storage tank size assumed is based on approximate available underground space

Table 3:
Preliminary Probable
Construction Cost for
Elevated Park Structure
at Site 03: City Hall/ Main
Street Site
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Note:
1. Preliminary Probable Construction Cost assumes ground level parking with one level of structure with landscape
setting.
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V PRECEDENT STUDIES

APPENDIX

Precedent Studies

PROJECT 01: River District Parks, Portland, OR

PROJECT 02: Tanner Springs Park, Portland, OR

Size
5 Acres

Size
1 Acre

Park Design
The Portland River District Park System includes a sequence of outdoor
spaces united by a continuous walkway leading to the Willamette River.
Unique features in each park enable passive and active recreation. Various
water elements deﬁne the individuality of each park including Springs,
Wetlands, Fields, and Riverfront.

Park Design
A former wetland was drained as rail yards and buildings developed over the
land. Tanner Springs Park is a representation of the previous ecology. Storm
water is gathered from surrounding hardscape, pumped into underground
cistern, and cleansed through a UV vault. The pond incorporates public art
and connects visitors to former ecology and local history.

Connectivity
The parks are similar to “beads on a string” connecting adjacent
neighborhoods, thus forming a gestural whole.

Connectivity
The park is part of the Portland River District Park System which includes a
sequence of parks united by a continuous walkway leading to the Willamette
River.
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APPENDIX

Precedent Studies

PROJECT 03: Emerald Necklace, Boston, MA

PROJECT 04: Guadalupe River Park, San Jose, CA

Size
1,100 Acres

Size
3 Mile Greenway

Park Design
The Emerald Necklace is a chain of parks linked by waterways and parkways.
Each park was designed around its special qualities such as waterways,
botanical gardens, peaceful meadows, and tree museums. This lends to the
idea that each park is a unique ‘jewel’ in the Emerald Necklace.

Park Design
Guadalupe River Park was designed for passive recreation including biking,
walking, hiking trails, public art, and festivals. It connects visitors with nature,
provides open space, and restores ecology.

Connectivity
A series of small parks were built connected by greenways that allowed city
residents to travel for miles surrounded by greenery and regain contact with
the natural world. The linked parks ﬁlled a need for the entire city, rather than
just the neighborhoods closest to a large central park.

24 september 2018

Connectivity
The park is part of the Countywide Trails Master Plan that aims to create a
larger regional trial system including Bay Area Ridge trail and SF Bay Trail.
The park trail is used by commuters and links to Diridon Station. A future
goal is to develop outlying blocks in downtown San Jose and create stronger
connections between the city and the river.
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Precedent Studies

PROJECT 05: Place Dauphine, Paris, France

PROJECT 06: Love Park, Philadelphia, PA

Size
3 Acres

Size
.5 Acres

Park Design
The park is designed for passive use including dining, walking, picnics. It is
triangular in shape and contains cobbled streets with trees and benches.
Restaurants and galleries surround the park. The historic space was
commissioned by Henri IV to include houses and matching facades built
around the perimeter. The layout has remained unchanged for 400 years.

Park Design
The park is designed for dining, walking, festivals, outdoor markets, public
art, and retail edges. The park design is inﬂuenced by civic engagement
and includes curved granite steps designed to support rallies and events. A
glass elevator provides access to a parking structure below and rain gardens
manage roof runoff.

Connectivity
The park is located along the Seine river edge and is a 3-minute walk to
Square du Vert-Galant Park.

Connectivity
Love Park is one of several parks situated along the diagonal axis of Benjamin
Franklin Parkway which eventually leads to historic Fairmount Park.
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APPENDIX

Precedent Studies

PROJECT 07: Bryant Park, New York, NY

PROJECT 08: Paley Park, New York, NY

Size
10 Acres

Size
42,000 SF

Park Design
Bryant park is highly programed and used for passive recreation such as
public art, festivals, musical performances, dining, social games, and yoga
classes. The privately-owned park creates a dynamic outdoor experience and
enhances real estate value. A notable feature is a massive lawn that serves
as a “lunch room” for ofﬁce workers.

Park Design
Paley Park contains a unique blend of materials, textures, and sounds all
designed to mask the sounds of the city. It is surrounded by buildings on
three sides, set back from street, and slightly elevated. The green walls and
waterfall act as sound barriers. It is considered a successful design since it
well-used and creates a quiet escape from Midtown Manhattan.

Connectivity
Surrounding parks include Central Park (1 Mile), Madison Square Park (1
Mile), and is 1/2 mile from Empire State Building.

Connectivity
The park is 1/2 mile from Central Park and 1 mile from Bryant Park.
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VI EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS

Site Overview
Redwood City Council has begun
to facilitate implementation of the
Downtown Precise Plan (DTPP), and
with that, placed high priority on the
initiation and completion of DTPP Goal
#3: “Create a network of great public
open spaces.” The following publiclyowned sites were selected for study
with this goal in mind:

SITE 01: Winslow Street
SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park
SITE 03: City Hall
SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage
(Rooftop)
SITE 05: Spring Street
SITE 06: Bradford Street/
Redwood Creek

24 september 2018
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Site Introduction

SITE 01: Winslow Street

SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park

SITE 03: City Hall

1.1 acres

2.9 acres

3.3 acres

Parking Spaces: 46

Parking Spaces
Lot A: 51
Lot B: 97
Penn Avenue: 53

Parking Spaces: 165

Bounded by Winslow and Hamilton Streets and
the Cal train line, this site is adjacent to two new
developments as well as the Fox Theater. It is
currently being used as a construction staging area.

126

This site is bound by Jefferson, Middleﬁeld, Main,
and Pennsylvania, as well as the Cal train line.
Roselli Park is included within the bounds, as are
two parking lots currently uses by Library patrons
and the general public. This site is across from City
Hall and adjacent to one new, mixed-use project.

This site is currently a public parking lot at
the center of a large urban block. Bounded by
Jefferson, Broadway, Main, and Middleﬁeld,
this site is located next to both City Hall and
the Downtown Redwood City Post Ofﬁce; other
surrounding uses include new restaurants and
new housing developments.
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APPENDIX

Site Introduction

SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage

SITE 05: Spring Street

SITE 06: Bradford Street / Redwood Creek

1 acre

.5 acres

4.1 acres

Parking Spaces: 118

The smallest of the six sites under consideration,
the Spring Street site is bound by Marshall,
Main, and Walnut. It is located across the street
from a new housing development. It is currently
characterized by an island of underutilized green
space, although the site also includes the portion
of Spring Street between Walnut and the Main/
Marshall intersection.

At 4.1 acres, this site is the largest of the
considered sites. It is largely outside of the
Downtown Core, and crosses underneath
Veteran’s Boulevard en route Highway 101.

This site is the top deck of the publicly-owned
Marshall Street Garage. It is bound by Jefferson,
Marshall, Main, and Broadway.
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Circulation
Conditions & Policy
The circulation conditions and
policies in the Downtown core seem
to favor some park locations over
others.
Sites 01, 02, 03, and 04 are located
off of major circulation corridors,
which will help maintain activity at
those sites.
Sites 05 is somewhat removed
from the active uses of downtown,
but still close enough to potentially
become (or create) a node within
the central city.
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VI EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS

Land Use Analysis
There is a diversity of uses in
Downtown Redwood City, and
some potential park sites are well
positioned to take advantage of this.
Based on the Sphere of Inﬂuence,
Sites 01 and O3 have the highest
adjacency to active frontages, but
all sites are lacking direct active
frontages.
All parks have the opportunity to
maintain existing active zones or
create the activity to promote new
ones.
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APPENDIX

Development Map
Parks have the potential to enhance
the vitality and energy of new
developments and the potential
to spur development further
throughout the Downtown Core and
the City.
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VII SITE ASSESSMENT

Site 01:Winslow Street

Opportunities and Constraints
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Site 01:Winslow Street

Opportunities

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints

• Adjacency to Cal train station and new mixed-use development

• Blank adjacent frontage to North (no eyes on street)

• Inside city core

• Winslow Street edge has limited pedestrian activity

• Location has potential to expand downtown core

• Displaces downtown parking

• Medium-size scale will accommodate a variety of activities and
character.

• Potential elimination of up to 46 parking spaces.
• Competing city development needs (ie, affordable housing
development)

Site Summary

The connection of the site to transit lines and public plaza space is
a positive attribute, yet there are few “eyes on the street” here, with
many
businesses
surrounding the site closing after business hours.
SSMENT & fEASIBILITY sTUDY
24 september
REPORT
2018
This site is surrounded by mainly retail, commercial, and ofﬁce
buildings, which can contribute to its success during the day, and
possibly at night. This Site is centrally located, and near a hub
of activity in the Downtown Core. Its location could also serve as

an anchor to the adjacent mall and transit line, creating a new
destination within downtown.
133

Although there is no housing or active frontage immediately
surrounding this site, it has some adjacency to active frontages that
could potentially activate the site if it were programmed correctly (ie,
adjacent restaurant opening to park).

VII SITE ASSESSMENT

Site 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park
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Site 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park

Opportunities

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints

• Adjacency to Library

• Limited eyes on park

• Proximity to active urban edge

• Limited adjacency to Core Streets

• Adjacency to parking

• Adjacent to blank side of Library and parking on three sides

• Existing open green space with mature trees

• Signiﬁcant storm drain, water, and electrical utilities may need to be relocated

• Potential to plant new trees

• Utilities may need to be adjusted to grade at driveway closure on MIddleﬁeld

• Potential to serve as an anchor for North-South pedestrian link

• Potential elimination of up to 201 parking spaces

• Potential to connect Roselli Park to potential adjacent redevelopment

• Access to and from the site is difﬁcult along Middleﬁeld

• Opportunity for bike community link along Pennsylvania Ave

Site Summary
The site has good potential- It has existing green space and mature
trees, and already acts as an anchor to the existing civic center and
plazas. The site also has the potential to serve as an anchor point
for a North-South pedestrian link between Library, City Hall, the
Downtown Core, and the Marshall Street Parking Garage. There are
also mixed-use and ofﬁce buildings across Middleﬁeld that could
potentially activate the park if programmed correctly.
24 september 2018

But because the site holds many parking spots for Downtown, and
because of the City’s parking agreement with the adjacent theater,
the potential with this site could be limited to the NE corner. The
mature trees, landscape mounds, and blank library wall limit eyes on
the park.
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Site 03: City Hall/ Main Street
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Site 03: City Hall/ Main Street

Opportunities

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints

• Proximity to key commercial streets and active urban frontage

•

Limited eyes on park

• Large site has potential to accommodate wide variety of activities and
character

•

Adjacent to backside of building and blank facades (no eyes on
streets)

• Flexibility to have shared space- parking at some times and plaza
others

•

Would displace downtown parking and service loading zones

•

Large underground utility vaults and parking lot, storm drain, electrical
and irrigation utilities may require relocation due to grade adjustment.

• Potential to create North-South pedestrian link between Library, City
Hall, downtown, and parking garage
• Central downtown location

• Potential elimination of up to 165 parking spaces
• May be difﬁcult to plant trees due to location of culvert

• Potential to daylight creek

Site Summary
Because it is so central, this site represents an excellent opportunity
for pedestrian connectivity from North to South. However, some
of the buildings that surround the site do not address it, creating
potential safety problems due to lack of eyes on the potential park.
This site also has the potential for use ﬂexibility. For example, some
of the parking could remain and only a portion of the lot could
be turned into a park - especially if paired with targeted building
24 september 2018

improvements. Or some portion of the existing lot could stay parking
during the week, but be converted to a market or event space on
evenings/weekends, etc.
The large size of the site offers the opportunity for a variety of
activities to establish a vibrant, centrally-located node, perhaps
including a jewel box concession or food cart court.
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Site 04: Marshall Street Garage
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Site 04: Marshall Street Garage

Opportunities

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints

• Proximity to downtown Core Streets

• At the top deck of the parking garage there are no eyes on park

• Proximity to active urban frontage

• No connection to active urban frontage

• Parking deck has potential to accommodate special events

• Difﬁcult access via elevator or numerous ﬂights of stairs

• Potential to create north south pedestrian link between the library,
City Hall, downtown and parking garage.

• ADA non-compliant due to upper deck cross slopes above 5%
• Potential elimination of up to 118 parking spaces
• Parking agreement with the Theater restricts elimination of parking
spaces from garage

Site Summary
There are no eyes on the park, and no connection to the active
urban streets surrounding it. Although it has great views, a great
potential for North-South connectivity, and is in a good centralized
location, this site could cost a great deal to bring into ADA
compliance and re-purpose as a public park.
There are many potential pedestrian connections and key
intersections near this site, and many active frontages which could
potentially contribute to an active park site.
24 september 2018

Because this site is at the top deck of the parking garage and there
are no eyes on the park, it would need to be a highly-programmed
and carefully managed space- which may best be operated by a
private concessionaire with a true vision for the space.
This type of programming could also potentially compete with
other Downtown activities, such as those happening at Courthouse
Square.
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Site 05: Spring Street
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Site 05: Spring Street

Opportunities
• Potential for park to extend along Spring Street all the way to
Broadway if Spring Street is closed
• Existing open green space with mature trees
• On edge of downtown, providing potential to expand Downtown Core
• Potential for connection to future Wells Fargo redevelopment
• Close proximity to new/ future residents

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints
• Limited eyes on park due to low adjacency to active urban frontages
• Smaller size limits activity and program options
• Trees may need to be thinned or removed
• Potential street re-alignment may eliminate green space
• The Precise Plan calls for Spring Street to be removed, in order to
restore the original city blocks

Site Summary
This open green space has the potential to extend the urban core,
and create a small node of public space adjacent to a new housing
development.
Redevelopment of Wells Fargo and the remainder of Spring Street
could create potential for a more urban park setting.
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Site 06: Bradford Street/ Redwood Creek
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APPENDIX

Site 06: Bradford Street/ Redwood Creek

Opportunities

Opportunities and Constraints

Constraints

• Potential for a key recreational corridor/linear park link between
the Bay Trail, new development east of HWY 101, and Downtown
Redwood City.

• This site is largely outside of the Downtown Precise Plan Boundary
and does not meet the Precise Plan’s objective to build a new public
park in Downtown Redwood City.

• Potential for restoration of Redwood Creek leading out to San
Francisco Bay and the adjacent wetland area.

• The site is somewhat isolated from the core of Downtown and much
of it is adjacent to private properties with limited public access.

• Potential for a complete trail on the northern side of Redwood Creek
(as stipulated by the North Main Street Precise Plan).

• The site is tidally inﬂuenced and is mostly undevelopable for buildings
due to the creek that runs through the center of it.

• A pedestrian/bicycle trail leading from east of HWY 101 into
the downtown along both sides of Redwood Creek could further
encourage the redevelopment of adjacent properties while providing
an important, multi-modal key link to the Downtown core.

• There is limited opportunity for “eyes on the park.”

Site Summary
This site is very different from the others in this study given its
larger size, distant location, lack of visibility, and the fact that it
has a tidally-inﬂuenced creek running through it. That said, this
site does provide a great opportunity for environmental restoration,
recreation, and connectivity between the Bay Trail, new development
east of HWY 101, and the downtown core. For these reasons, the
Bradford Street / Redwood Creek site should be given special
consideration through this process.
24 september 2018

Given that much of this site is planned for in the North Main Street
Precise Plan, there are different regulations that apply here than
apply to Sites 1-5 – most notably the stipulation that all future
development adjacent to the creek include a trail along the entirety
of the development’s frontage. One segment of this trail has already
been constructed and three other segments are slated pending the
approval of their adjacent projects.
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APPENDIX

Baseline Cost Assumptions & Considerations
The costs of creating an urban park vary widely
based on site conditions, design, program and
use. Preliminary construction cost forecasts
presented in Table 1 were developed from a range
of speculated park improvements, and are general
cost assumptions at the very preliminary stages of
the study.
The baseline understanding of typical park
improvement components and rough cost per square
footage were derived from a recent Redwood City
dog park development which yielded a $35 per
square foot cost. Approximate baseline infrastructure
improvement costs include: hardscape removal and
replacement, storm drain relocation and installation,
general landscaping, irrigation improvements, slight
re-grading, and minor utility adjustments.
The typical urban park cost of $65 per square foot
was gathered from Jamison Square in Portland,
Oregon, which includes an interactive water feature,
play area, stone terrace, mature trees, and vendor
areas. A large-scale intensive urban park cost
forecast was taken from the recent City of San Jose
St. James Park competition that yielded a cost of
$110 per square foot for extensive improvements
that included numerous site structures, sculptures,
interactive water feature, and a large playground. It
is recommended that a contractor or cost estimator
review and advise on preliminary probable cost
forecasts provided.
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Note:
1. Site areas are provided by SERA Architects and are total approximate site areas, which include developable area
only.
2. Approximate park area for Site 02: LIbrary Campus/ Roselli Park is assumed to exclude existing buildings.
3. Forecasted cost for Site 03: City Hall/ Main Street shown does not include creek daylighting. Refer to Table 4 for
additional potential costs related to daylighting.
4. Refer to Tables 1a-d for additional potable water storage cost information.
5. Cost for the Library site assumes a third of the overall site (52,000sf) would be developed with park
improvements.
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Baseline Cost Assumptions & Considerations

SITE 01: Winslow Street

SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park

SITE 03: City Hall

The Winslow Street site has minimal existing utility
constraints and signiﬁcant available space for new
programing ideas. Possible construction costs
beyond the baseline assumptions may include
sidewalk replacement to accommodate additional
path connections and street improvements to
enhance pedestrian crossing. Potential park
program could include an interactive water feature,
park shelter, paved plaza, play area and lawn area.

Cost implications to consider in addition to
baseline assumptions for the Library Campus
and Roselli Park site include potential ﬁber optic
infrastructure impacts, new connections to the
existing storm drain culvert, and re-grading the
existing frontage slope along Jefferson Ave.
Potential park program could include a park
shelter, paved plaza, play area, and lawn area.
The overall cost of park improvements will be
affected by whether Lot A or Lot B or Roselli or
some combination of the three is developed. The
cost estimate assumes that one-third of the site of
41,000 SF will be improved.

This centrally located site currently contains
large existing utility structures that may heighten
construction costs. Potential cost items to note are
storm drain culvert structures which may require
adjustment to grade, above grade utility cabinet
relocations, and service and emergency vehicle
site access requirements. Potential park program
could include an interactive water feature, park
shelter, paved plaza, play area, lawn area, and
garden . The overall cost will be affected by the
physical extent of the site improvements. Due to
the overall size and conﬁguration there could be
options for improving all or a portion of the site.
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Baseline Cost Assumptions & Considerations

SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage

SITE 05: Spring Street

SITE 06: Bradford Street / Redwood Creek

Site civil related construction costs are assumed
to be limited at the Marshall Street Garage
location. Minor frontage improvements may include
hardscape removal, storm drain installation, and
irrigation infrastructure. General costs have been
held for roof-top improvements; however, it is
recommended that a Structural Engineer and MEP
provide additional on-structure cost information to
supplement this forecast .

The Spring Street location has less existing utility
constraints than other sites being considered, but
may present existing tree, grading and roadway
improvement challenges that will depend on
the extent of new improvements. Costs to be
considered beyond baseline assumptions include:
trafﬁc signal improvements, roadway re-grading,
trafﬁc re-routing and accessible access through
the existing park mound. Potential park program
could include a park shelter, small gathering
space and lawn area.

The Bradford Street site provides a relatively
clean slate for development with minor existing
conditions related to constraints and costs.
However, development and program enhancement
along the Redwood Creek may require regrading, wall infrastructure, storm drain outfall
improvements, erosion control measures and
slope maintenance costs. Potential park program
could include hard and soft trails, gathering areas,
interpretative signage and native restoration.
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APPENDIX

Potable Water Storage
Table 1a: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 01
To assist Redwood City with
potable water storage feasibility
and cost considerations, Tables
2a-d present general outlines
of rough costs associated with
one potable water storage
system at four potential site
locations. Sites that present
available space opportunities
that could likely accommodate
potable water storage systems
are Winslow Street, Library
Campus/ Roselli Park, City Hall/
Main Street and Spring Street.
Storage tank sizes assumed are
based on approximate available
underground space per site.

Table 1b: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 01
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APPENDIX

Potable Water Storage
Table 1c: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 03

Table 1d: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 06
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VIII COST FORECAST
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Redwood Creek Daylighting
Table 4: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Creek Daylighting
It is understood that Redwood
City is interested in opportunities
to daylight the existing Redwood
Creek within the City Hall Parking
lot site. Based on construction
costs for similar creek daylighting
projects, a baseline assumption of
$10,800 total cost per linear foot
was assumed.
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Redwood Creek Daylighting
The costs of operating and maintaining
downtown parks can vary widely depending on
the parks’ features, size, programming, and
the intensity of use. Research by the Trust for
Public Land indicates that in the nation’s sixty
largest cities, the annual cost for operations
and maintenance (O&M) per designed acre of
parkland averages to $21,178. The cost for a
more intensive urban park can be greater. For
example, Elizabeth Caurthers Park (Portland,
Oregon), which includes an interactive water
feature, paved plaza, extensive gardens, and
community lawn area, has an annual O&M
cost of 96,000 per acre.
Habitat and open space based parks have a
much lower O&M cost, primarily relating to
safety and plant maintenance. The following
chart represents a general ranking of
operation and maintenance cost based on
the amount and diversity of anticipated park
features, level of use/programming, and size.

*It is assumed Bradford Creek would be primarily a natural open space park and have a much lower
O&M cost per acre, although the overall cost is ranked third due its substantially larger size.
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IX SITE RANKING

Site Evaluation Ranking and Results
The ranking of the six selected sites is based upon the site and cost
analyses as detailed in the ﬁrst few chapters of this report. This
ranking utilizes the Site Evaluation Criteria presented in Chapter I to
measure the various elements of what makes a park valuable to a
community against the sites that were pre-selected for study by the
City. Sites were individually scored using a 1-3 scale:
• A ranking of 1 means that the site does not generally meet the
individual criteria;
• A ranking of 2 means that the site neutrally meets the
individual criteria; and
• A ranking of 3 means that the site fully meets the individual
criteria.
It should be noted that the individual criteria were weighted in the
ranking to ensure that – overall – the three, broad categories (Safety
& Vibrancy, Circulation & Connectivity and Potential for Program)
were all weighted equally.

24 september 2018

On January 11, 2017, a workshop was held with roughly 20
Redwood City staff to discuss the project objectives, vet the Site
Evaluation Criteria, and review each site’s opportunities and
constraints. Throughout the workshop, staff provided input and
“insider knowledge” on each of the selected sites. They also
used the scoring program to rank each of the six sites; the staff
rankings were consistent with those prepared independently by the
consultant team. The draft analysis was then revised and presented
to the Parks Commission during their January 24th public meeting.
During the Parks Commission meeting, comments were received
by the Commissioners and by members of the public who were in
attendance. Several concerns addressed by the Parks Commission
were related to the loss of surface-level parking spaces. The analysis
has since been revised to indicate the potential number of spaces to
be eliminated from the various sites. However, the site ranking has
not been changed to address the potential loss of public parking
spaces because it is still acknowledged that there remains a surplus
of parking spaces in Downtown Redwood City.
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Site Evaluation Matrix
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Key Findings
The key recommendations of this memorandum – based on initial
evaluation against the Site Evaluation Criteria and with additional review
and input by City Staff, the Parks Commission, the Planning Commission,
and the Complete Streets Advisory Committee – are as follows:
• Library Lot A and Roselli Park (Site 02) and City Hall/ Main
Street (Site 03) are recommended for further study as a Downtown
park under Phase II of this project.
• Bradford Street/Redwood Creek (Site 06) is recommended for
further study as a Downtown connector via a distinct effort within this
project (parallel to the Phase II studies of Sites 02 and 03).
These recommendations were based on the following process / ﬁndings:
After visiting all 6 sites and mapping, compiling, and analyzing data and
developing site opportunities and constraints, the team conducted an initial
site ranking based upon the Site Evaluation Criteria outlined in Chapter I;
the sites were originally ranked as follows:
#1

Site 03: City Hall / Main Street

#2

Site 01: Winslow Street

#3

Site 02: Library Campus / Roselli Park

#4

Site 04 & Site 06: Marshall Street Garage and Bradford Street/ Redwood
Creek

#5

Site 05: Spring Street

Following this initial site ranking, the team workshopped the ﬁndings with
City Staff, who provided additional context and perspectives. A revised
set of ﬁndings was presented to the Redwood City Parks Commission at a
public hearing on January 24, 2018 and to a joint meeting of the Planning
Commission and Complete Streets Advisory Committee on February 20,
2018. Key takeaways from these sessions were:
• Some consideration should be given to the potential to build out any
of these City-owned properties as uses other than parks or parking
lots. Given its proximity to transit and other amenities – and therefore
its potential real estate value –a park may not be the highest and
best use for Site 01 (Winslow Street). It was recommended that the
Winslow Street lot be studied for other uses (such as affordable
housing or a boutique hotel) before being dedicated as a park site.
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• The Site Evaluation Criteria are not as applicable to Site 06 (Bradford
Street / Redwood Creek) as they are to the rest of the sites (and
therefore its low ranking). However, it was noted that development
of this site into a trail / linear park with ecological restoration of the
creek is essential for providing connectivity to the residential uses
east of HWY 101 and for providing connectivity to the regional trail
system. It was recommended by several Planning Commissioners,
including Chair Nancy Radcliffe, that Site 06 move forward in a
separate track parallel to Phase II within the Downtown Parks Site
Assessment Feasibility Study.
• The noise from the adjacent Cal train corridor should be considered
for at least two of the potential park sites. Speciﬁcally, the loud
noise of the adjacent trains could be a deterrent for potential users,
particularly if the Winslow Street lot or Library Lot B were to be
converted to Parks.

Recommendations
SITE 01: WINSLOW STREET
• It is recommended that Site 01 be further studied by the City in order
to determine the highest and best use for this parcel. If developed
into a park at this time, it would be very difﬁcult to convert that public
space to a private development in the future. Other development
options for the site that have been identiﬁed by City Staff and various
Commission members include an affordable housing complex or a
boutique hotel.
• This site could be described as the easiest to develop in the nearterm given its location, proximity to Cal train, and the fact that it has
been “ofﬂine” for parking for the last few years. However, it was also
noted that this site is smaller than the other preferred park locations,
noise from Cal train would be a big deterrent to park users, and the
current Cal train Station is likely going to be relocated as park of the
electriﬁcation process.

dOWNTOWN pARKS site aSSESSMENT & fEASIBILITY sTUDY REPORT
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SITE 02: LIBRARY CAMPUS / ROSELLI PARK
• It is recommended that the Library Lot A and Roselli Park portions
of Site 02 be advanced to Phase II of this project. Although 51
parking stalls would be eliminated in order to convert Library Lot A
into a public park, the visibility of this lot, combined with the natural
contingency of users of the Library and the adjacency of the existing
Roselli Park, make this an ideal location for a successful public open
space. Roselli Park should be redesigned as a component of Phase II
to provide better connectivity to Library Plaza, to the proposed park at
Lot A, and to Middleﬁeld Road to increase the safety and connectivity
of this space.
• Further parking analysis should be undertaken by the City during
the high-level programming and design of the parcel under Phase
II. It should be noted that a potential re-design of Roselli Park could
potentially lead to the restriping of the adjacent parking lot on the
library campus which may be able to accommodate more parking
stalls.

SITE 03: CITY HALL / MAIN STREET
• It is recommended that Site 03 be advanced to Phase II of this
project. This site has the potential to create a centrally-located public
space that connects the commercial components of downtown with
the civic uses at City Hall and the Library. The development of this
space as a park could inﬂuence the redevelopment of adjacent
properties to front onto the space, which would create a safe and
active location for users and neighbors. Given its size, surrounding
uses, and potential need to maintain some parking or vehicular
circulation here, the Phase II work on this site should consider
whether or not all or just a portion of the site should be converted into
a park.

SITE 04: MARSHALL STREET GARAGE

X FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

future as a special event space, but would require a concessionaire
with a strong vision and backing to be successful. recreational space.

SITE 05: SPRING STREET
• It is recommended that Site 05 not move on to Phase II of this project.
This site would only be a viable option for a park if the existing parklet,
Spring Street section, and adjacent right-of-way were built together
as public open space and in conjunction with (or contingent upon)
the redevelopment or repositioning of the adjacent Wells Fargo site.
Given that Site 05 is not adjacent to transit or a Core Street, adjacent
redevelopment would be necessary to activate and provide “eyes”
on the park. It also should be noted that the Downtown Precise Plan
also calls for the elimination of the existing parklet here in order to
restructure the streets and blocks in this section of the downtown.

SITE 06: BRADFORD STREET / REDWOOD CREEK
• It is recommended that Site 06 be advanced under a distinct but
parallel track to Phase II as currently deﬁned. Site 06 should be
recognized as a unique opportunity to achieve different but related
objectives than those with which this project was undertaken.
Speciﬁcally, the Bradford Street / Redwood Creek site holds the
potential to be a recreational corridor and key connection that
provides access from Downtown to the Bay Trail and to the existing
residential uses east of HWY 101. The site further presents an
opportunity for signiﬁcant ecological restoration to this key amenity.
Also, because one segment of a trail along the north side of the
creek has already been built, and three more are proposed, there
could be less cost associated with at least the completion of this
site as a pedestrian/bike connector. Given these factors, the site
presents the possibility of partnering with various stakeholder groups
/ constituencies to assist with both the design and implementation of
potential improvements.

• It is recommended that Site 04 not move on to Phase II of this project.
The redevelopment of the roof deck of the Marshall Street Garage
into an accessible public open space has many challenges given
its lack of visibility, the cost of the conversion, and the restrictions
for elimination of parking from this site. However, given its central
location and great views, this location could be considered in the
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